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1. Motivation  

Energy access is the “golden thread” that weaves together economic growth, 

human development and environmental sustainability. Energy has long been 

acknowledged as a vital role for human beings to develop and thrive. However, a 

growing gap gradually emerges between the energy demand and energy supply. 

With average growth of 84 million people per year, the global population is 

expected to reach up to 9.8 billion by 2050.1 Together with the improving life 

standard in the majority of the countries, there is an ever-growing energy demand 

led by China and India (Figure 1.1), which increases from around 9,100 TWh in 2016 

to approximately 13,700 TWh (50 percent increase) by 2040.2 Turning to the supply 

side, fossil fuels remain dominant, but the limited sources of fossil fuels tend to be 

depleted in the future, contradicting to a demanded sustainability of human society. 

Its usage is generally accompanied with the release of large amounts of various 

pollutants (COx, SOx, NOx; dust, ash, organic by-products), which causes serious 

environmental issues such as global warming and Chinese haze.  

 
Figure 1.1. Electricity demand by selected region.2 

For those reasons, great attention and efforts have been devoted to the utilization 

of renewable energy sources (primarily solar, wind, geothermal, and hydropower), 

which are sustainable and cause less contamination. According to the International 

Energy Outlook 2017, renewable energy has become the world’s fastest-growing 

energy source, increasing an average of 160 GW a year over the period from 2017 to 
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2040. This is higher than the sum of coal, gas, and nuclear (Figure 1.2). By 2040, the 

share of all renewable energies will reach 40% in total power generation as the least-

cost energy source, and they are predicted to capture two-thirds of global 

investment in power plants. More specifically, fast development of solar 

photovoltaic, especially in China and India, endows solar energy the largest source 

of renewable capacity by 2040. In the European Union, renewable energies take up 

80% of new capacities and wind energy is about to turn into the leading renewable 

source until around 2030.2 

 
Figure 1.2. Global average annual net capacity additions by type. 2 

The future is electrified, with the electricity as the basis of the ‘nervous system’ of 

our society in the perspective of distributing information and energy elegantly and 

efficiently. Statistically, the growing pace of electricity demand is twice that of the 

whole energy demand. Consequently, the most appealing and effective way to 

utilize the renewable energies is the electricity production, such as by wind and 

solar power plants. These energy sources are inexhaustible, sustainable, and 

pollution-free, which causes innumerable attention and efforts for efficient 

utilization both in academia and industry. With the cost of electricity production 

from renewable sources decreasing to an affordable level and even lower in the 

future, there gradually emerges another big challenge, namely the time 

discrepancy between energy supply and usage. Typically, the most powerful time 

of electricity production by solar power plants is during midday and in summer, 

while the energy demand mostly reaches the peak during evenings and in winter 
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(Figure 1.3). In the case of wind power plants, the electricity generation is generally 

irregular. The large gap between the energy supply and usage leads to great energy 

dissipation. The more elegant and efficient utilization of renewable energies 

require energy storage techniques with large-scale capacity, including compressed 

air, pump storage, thermal energy storage, and electrochemical energy storage. 

The mostly common used technique is the pump storage due to its admirable 

overall efficiency of more than 75 % as well as the lack of energy loss during storage. 

But its further deployment is hindered by the enormous investment cost and the 

special location requirements. Electrochemical energy storage, with its high 

efficiency, absence of geographical restrictions, and gradually decreasing costs, has 

emerged as an alternative approach in recent years. Besides, continuous and 

forceful support by policies worldwide pushes the expansion in the global electric 

vehicles markets with a rapid rate, which is about to approach 300 million cars by 

2040 (Figure 1.4). Rechargeable batteries are a key element in these contexts. 

Currently, lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors are to the fore, in the future 

sodium-based batteries will certainly play a crucial role as well.3 One concept alone 

can hardly be adapted to all the application scenarios. The future must lie in the 

combination of different electrochemical energy storage concepts. However, in 

every specific technology, there exist problems that urgently need to be addressed, 

such as the small reserves of lithium for lithium-ion batteries,4 undesirable cycling 

stability for batteries, and insufficient energy and power density for all techniques.5 

Thus, the development of each technique is by no means less substantial. 
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Figure 1.3. Mismatch between energy produced by photovoltaics and household power 
demand in Canada.6 

 

 
Figure 1.4. Electric car fleet, 2016-2040.7 

Electrode materials are the core part in all electrochemical energy storage devices. 

Porous (heteroatom doped) carbon materials have been acknowledged to be of 

vital significance in this context due to their abundant sources, large specific 

surface area, high electric conductivity, and excellent chemical/thermal stability.8-11 

Numerous studies have verified their versatile application in different scenarios, 

including but not limited to conductive additives in electrodes,12 electrodes for 

supercapacitors,9 cathode hosts for lithium-sulfur batteries,13 anodes for sodium-

ion batteries,14 and current collectors for metal anodes.15 In many cases, the optimal 
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designs of pore structure and chemical functionality/atomic construction seem to 

have been achieved on the basis of traditional theories. But for the further 

momentous improvement, it is crucial to establish novel and fundamental 

mechanisms for different given applications. Accordingly, the designs of porous 

carbon materials need to be adjusted and optimized. 

Hence, this dissertation aims at developing novel carbon materials and synthetic 

routes for the better performance for different electrochemical energy storage 

devices (electrochemical double layer capacitors and sodium-ion capacitors), and 

revealing currently ambiguous energy storage mechanisms in these devices. More 

importantly, these carbons are employed as model systems to provide 

experimental evidence for the comprehensive interpretation and profound 

understanding of the relationship between the intrinsic material property and the 

ultimate device performance. Thus they contribute to future targeted design of 

optimal carbon based electrodes.  
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2. Background and Outline 

2.1. Porous carbonaceous materials 

“Carbon is the essential building block of life”, written by Eric Roston in The Carbon 

Age,16 which indicates the significance of carbon to all aspects of our lives and the 

human society. Indeed, albeit carbon ranks the 17th in terms of the terrestrial 

elements abundance, with the amount of only ~180 ppm, it is one of the most 

crucial elements which has, together with hydrogen, the largest number of 

compounds. This is due to its upmost tendency to form covalent bonds with all 

similar atoms, as well as the versatile combination with elements of very different 

electronegativities according to its position in the periodic table of elements. While 

the majority of these chemical compounds belong to the category of organic 

chemistry, only a limited number of them belong to the area of inorganic chemistry 

or materials science.17-18  

Yet, in the field of inorganic chemistry, even the elementary substance carbon plays 

a vital role because of its various allotropes and versatile applications. The 

importance is further identified by the peer-reviewed journals of Carbon (published 

by Elsevier Science) and C (published by MDPI) which are named after the element 

carbon, and it is the exclusive one that is endowed with this special “honor”. The 

carbon allotropes, namely graphite and diamond, provide versatile physical and 

chemical properties. Graphite, composed of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms (Figure 

2.1b), is the thermodynamically stable form at atmospheric conditions which 

features the opaqueness, high electrical conductivity, and softness (Mohs scale 

hardness 1-2). In contrast, diamond is a sp3 hybridized carbon framework (Figure 

2.1a) with the opposite characteristics including transparency, wide band-gap 

semiconductivity, and the highest known hardness (Mohs scale hardness ~10). 

Recently, carbon nanomaterials, with their nanometer scale structural units, have 

aroused considerable attention in both academia and industry due to their 
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extraordinary properties. Typical examples contributing to the “the new carbon 

age” are nanodiamonds, carbon nanofibers, graphene, carbon nanotubes, and 

fullerenes. Graphene is a single layer composed of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, 

forming a two-dimensional carbon nanomaterial (Figure 2.1c). This specific 

structure gives rise to the outstanding electrical conductivity, the highest tensile 

strength, and the ultra-high theoretical external specific surface area up to 2630 m2 

g-1.19 Carbon nanotubes are formed by the rolling of the graphene layer(s) (Figure 

2.1d),20 and fullerene is the carbon-atom cage composed of a specific number of 

carbon six rings and five rings, such as the well-known “football molecule” C60 

(Figure 2.1e).21 Moreover, graphene is regarded as the basic building blocks of 

intrinsically porous carbon materials, which can be simplified as highly disordered 

and defective graphite (Figure 2.1f). In contrast to the aforementioned carbon 

materials, porous carbons feature the large internal surface area and an amorphous 

state with rather defective microstructures and less well defined local atomic 

construction.22  

 

Figure 2.1. Structure of different carbon allotropes: (a) diamond, (b) graphite, (c) graphene, (d) 
carbon nanotube, e) fullerene, and (f) porous amorphous carbon.22 

f
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Amorphous porous carbons are a vital branch of the carbon materials, on account 

of their high specific surface area, inexpensive synthetic approach, and easily 

adjustable properties.23 Together with their high thermal, chemical, and mechanical 

stability, abundant reserves, they provide versatility in various applications like 

electrochemical energy storage, catalysis, gas adsorption, pollutants removal, just 

to name a few.24-27 Besides, the pore size and pore geometry of porous carbons are 

of great importance for all the applications. Thus achieving optimal pore structures 

in these materials is an important research area. Generally, in spite of the low cost, 

commercial porous carbons are often depreciated because of the wormlike or 

bottleneck-structured pores, which impede efficient mass transport that is very 

crucial in many applications.28 This justifies the intensive studies in the optimal 

design and precise adjustment of the pore structures. From a geometrical 

perspective, a pore is surface curvature that is deeper than it is wide. According to 

the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) conventions, 

nanopores are those with the width below 100 nm. Pores are categorized by their 

diameters into three types, namely micropores (< 2 nm), mesopores (2-50 nm), and 

macropores (> 50 nm).29 There is no universal optimal design of porosity for porous 

carbons, where different applications require different porosity characteristics. 

Parameters derived from physisorption experiments, namely the specific surface 

area (SSA), total pore volume (TPV), and pore size distribution (PSD), are the main 

indicators to characterize the porosity properties. The significance of each 

parameter varies with specific applications. The SSA are crucial to some surface-

dependent applications such as catalysis, adsorption, and supercapacitors.11 The 

high TPV is beneficial to the high loading amounts of active materials when 

employing porous carbons as their conductive hosts (such as sulfur cathodes in 

lithium-sulfur battery), while it shows negative effects on the volumetric 

capacitance when employing as the electrodes for supercapacitors.28 The PSD has 

significant influence on applications related to mass transport properties, such as 
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the rate capability in all kinds of electrochemical energy storage devices and the 

accessibility of active sites in catalysis.30 All these requirements have to be taken 

into consideration and must be carefully balanced. Hence, it is of great importance 

to investigate different synthetic approaches for porous carbons with tailored 

porosity, and to reveal the performance-structure relationships for specific 

applications. 

2.1.1.    Activation approaches for synthesis of porous carbon materials 

The porosity of carbon materials can be generated through various approaches. 

One important method to produce microporous carbons on an industrial scale is 

activation. About half a million tons of such "activated carbons" are produced per 

year. Activation can be divided into physical and chemical activation.31 Physical 

activation is a two-step procedure. First, the raw carbon material is transformed 

into char with rudimentary porosity by pyrolysis under inert gas atmosphere, and, 

second, the char is treated with the activation agent at high temperatures. CO2 and 

steam are the most employed physical activation agents.32 In principle, physical 

activation leads to etching of carbon atoms from the amorphous carbon 

framework giving rise to porosity. The CO2 activation is based on the well-known 

Boudouard equilibrium (Equation (2.1)). At high temperatures, the equilibrium is 

enthalpically and entropically shifted towards gaseous carbon monoxide (CO) 

causing carbon etching. In terms of the steam activation, water can etch carbon 

atoms through the formation of CO and hydrogen (Equation (2.2)).  

(1+x) C(s) + CO2(g)  2 CO(g) + x C(s)                 (2.1) 

(1+x) C(s) + H2O(g)  H2(g) + CO(g) + x C(s)              (2.2) 

Due to its simplicity and broad applicability, physical activation is regarded as a 

rather economically friendly and benign process. However, its drawbacks include 

the large energy consumption, and more importantly the very low yield.31  

In contrast, chemical activation is featured by the reaction of a carbon precursor 

with a chemical agent, such as potassium hydroxide, phosphoric acid, and zinc 
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chloride.33 Typically, the precursor is impregnated with a highly concentrated, 

aqueous solution of the activation agent. Afterwards, the resulting composite is 

calcinated under an inert gas atmosphere. During calcination, carbon atoms are 

partially etched through chemical reactions with the activation agent, generating 

the porosity. Finally, the redundant activation agent and reaction product are 

removed by washing to yield the porous carbon material.34 Compared with physical 

activation process, although the porous carbons synthesized by chemical activation 

show a relatively more well-defined porosity, they generally contain a larger 

amount of functional groups, and require additional synthesis steps (washing and 

drying).31 

Nevertheless, the activated carbons mainly feature a microporous character, which 

is often coupled with a worm-like or bottleneck pore structure. This can inhibit the 

mass transport of the guest species, and impede the accessibility of the surface for 

large molecules.28 Such pore system is also generally not applicable for size-

selective applications. On the other hand, activation approaches can hardly provide 

control over the carbon morphology.35 One way to solve these problems is 

templating method, which allows precise control over (meso- and macro-)pores 

and morphology.28 

2.1.2. Templating approach for synthesis of porous carbon materials 

In general, the templating approach can be defined as the synthesis of a substance 

in the presence of a structure-directing agent (denoted as a template). The removal 

of the template leads to voids, giving rise to a porous structure. Thus, the pore size 

and pore structure are determined by the employed template. According to the 

templating mechanism, templating methods can be classified into exotemplating 

and endotemplating, where the materials are synthesized either inside or around 

the template, respectively. Endotemplated structures always generate a 

continuous phase of the porous material, while exotemplating can lead to 

separated structures, e.g., particles or rods. More importantly, the most common 
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classification concerns the nature of the template, which leads to two categories, 

namely hard templating and soft templating.36-38 

Hard templating is comparable to a casting process on the nanoscale, giving rise to 

the expression “nanocasting”.39 Typically, carbon precursors are infiltrated into a 

porous solid template which acts as a space confinement (“casting mold”), 

followed by heat treatment and subsequent template removal. This procedure 

yields carbons ideally representing the inverse replica of the void space of the 

template. Therefore the pore size, pore structure, and pore connectivity are 

directly dictated by the template used, and therefore, can be easily adjusted. For 

example, the probably most prominent hard templated carbon material is the 

hexagonal ordered mesoporous CMK-3 representing the inverse replica of ordered 

mesoporous silica SBA-15 (Figure 2.2).40-41 The major drawback lies in the harsh 

conditions needed for the silica removal (by washing with highly toxic hydrofluoric 

acid or hot concentrated sodium hydroxide aqueous solution). 

Another example are the ZnO-templated carbons, where zinc oxide nanoparticles 

are employed as the hard template. During carbonization, ZnO reacts with carbon 

through carbothermal reduction according to the following reaction (Equation 

(2.3)).42 

ZnO(s) + C(s)  Zn(g) + CO(g)                 (2.3) 

The pyrolysis temperature above the boiling point of Zn leads to its removal 

through evaporation. Together with the release of CO gas, it also gives rise to the 

generation of micropores interconnected with the mesopores generated from the 

ZnO template.42 In spite of its great control over the pore structure, hard 

templating can hardly be scaled up due to the high-cost and time-consuming 

process of the hard template synthesis prior to the whole process.  
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Figure 2.2. Synthesis of mesoporous carbon via hard templating employing silica templates.41 

Soft templating employs the self-assembly of soluble, amphiphilic molecules into 

micelles or liquid crystals as templates. The molecules typically are surfactants, e.g., 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, or block co-polymers such as the poly(ethylene 

oxide)-based Pluronics®.43 The self-assembly is driven by a combination of non-

covalent, mostly weak interactions such as Coulomb and van-der-Waals forces. The 

desired porous material is obtained by polymerization of precursor molecules, 

which self-assemble around the building blocks, i.e., micelles or liquid crystals 

(Figure 2.3).44 The direct synthesis of soft templated carbon materials was reported 

by Zhao et al., where he used the co-assembly of block co-polymers as structure-

directing agents and phenolic resin as the carbon precursor, followed by 

carbonization and in-situ template removal.45 Carbons with various pore 

geometries from hexagonal to cubic and lamellar structures can be achieved 

through changing constituents of the block co-polymers and adjusting the ratio of 

the precursor to the block co-polymers. However, the obtained SSAs are usually 

lower than 1000 m2 g-1, obstructing the performance of soft templated carbons.38 
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Figure 2.3. Synthesis of ordered mesoporous materials via soft templating.44 

Salt templating employs salt melts as reaction mediums to synthesize highly porous 

carbons. Hence, any reaction carried out in a molten salt (independent of the 

reaction temperature, such as ionic liquids or deep eutectic solvents) can be 

regarded as a salt templating process.46 For instance, the pyrolysis of glucose inside 

a eutectic LiCl/KCl mixture can generate highly porous carbons. The two salts were 

simply mixed with the precursor, followed by heating under an inert gas 

atmosphere. The salt, which is still present in the obtained composite, is removed 

by aqueous washing, yielding the porous carbon. Through this method, porous 

carbon or graphene can be synthesized by adjusting the amount of salts (Figure 

2.4), indicating the clear influence of salt amounts on the resulting carbon 

structure/porosity.47 Besides, the morphology/pore structure of the porous carbon 

is also highly dependent on the components of the eutectic salt mixture, where 

LiCl/ZnCl2, NaCl/ZnCl2, and KCl/ZnCl2 lead to distinctly different pore structures 

(Figure 2.5).48 
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Figure 2.4. Schematic illustration of the formation of porous glucose derived carbon in molten 
LiCl/KCl at low salt content and the formation of graphene at high salt content.47 

 
Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of the obtained carbon morphology/porosity depending on 
the used salt mixture during the ionothermal synthesis of ionic liquid derived carbon 
materials.48 

2.1.3. Porous nitrogen-doped carbons 

The introduction of nitrogen atoms into a carbon framework not only alters surface 

properties but also the electronic structure of the material. Nitrogen doping can 

greatly influence the performance of the carbon materials in different applications, 

like gas adsorption, supercapacitors, batteries, and electrocatalysis, when 

compared to the non-doped counterpart with similar pore structure. In nitrogen-

doped carbons (NDCs), single carbon atoms in the graphitic lattice are replaced by 

nitrogen atoms (Figure 2.6). Hence, the graphitic structure is retained in large parts 
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of the material. Through nitrogen doping, properties of the corresponding carbon 

materials (like porosity, conductivity, basicity, stability against oxidation and 

catalytic activity) can be changed to varying degrees according to the nitrogen 

content and nitrogen species.49 

There are mainly two approaches for the synthesis of NDCs: a) post-treatment of 

carbon materials, which is typically accomplished by heat treatment in reactive 

nitrogen containing reagents (NH3, CH3CN, CH2N2); b) directly employing nitrogen-

containing precursors to incorporate nitrogen into the porous carbon framework 

upon pyrolysis. The latter pathway usually leads to structurally incorporated 

nitrogen-sites and simplifies the process because treatment under nitrogen 

containing reagents is not necessary.49 It generally results in a much higher 

nitrogen content than the post-treatment approach. Typical examples include 

graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4)50 and nitrogen-rich carbon (C2N),51 which exhibit 

some special characteristics like semiconductivity and high polarity. 

 
Figure 2.6. Examples for possible nitrogen functionalities present in nitrogen doped carbons.52 

2.2. Electrochemical double layer capacitors  

Due to the increasing environmental pollution and the depletion of fossil fuels, it is 

an urgent task for human beings to search for alternatives to the established 

energy conversion and storage systems. Consequently, exploiting sustainable and 

clean energy as well as efficient energy conversion and storage technologies is 
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urgently required. Many countries and multinational associations have put forward 

plans to meet the rigorous challenge, paying great attention to the utilization of 

energy from renewable sources, such as solar or wind energy. However, the large 

fluctuations of such renewable energy sources impose paramount challenges to 

power grid management owing to the mismatch between the electricity supply and 

the actual energy demand. To tackle this problem, various approaches have been 

developed including mechanical, physical, thermal, chemical, and electrochemical 

energy storage systems. The significance for energy and power supply is 

substantial and will significantly increase in the future. Electrochemical energy 

storage is a key element in that context. Therefore, as electrochemical energy 

storage devices, rechargeable batteries and/or supercapacitors have raised more 

and more attention in recent years not only because of their reliability, stability, 

sustainability, but also due to the flourishing prosperity of electric vehicles all over 

the world. 

As one category of supercapacitors, electrochemical double layer capacitors 

(EDLCs) with capacitance values much higher than the traditional electrolytic 

capacitors can bridge the gap between electrolytic capacitors and rechargeable 

batteries. They typically store 10 to 100 times more energy per unit volume or mass 

than electrolytic capacitors and can accept and deliver charge much faster than 

batteries. They can also tolerate many more charge and discharge cycles than 

rechargeable batteries (Figure 2.7a).53  
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Figure 2.7. (a) Specific power plotted against specific energy, also called the Ragone plot, for 
various electrochemical energy storage devices. (b) Schematic illustration of the ion adsorption 
process which is the main energy storage mechanism in EDLCs.  

Historically, capacitors were evolved from Leiden jars, which were made by coating 

the inside and outside of jars with metal foil, leaving a space at the mouth to 

prevent arcing between the foils. The metal foils and the jar acted as the electrodes 

and dielectric, respectively. During the charging process, positive charges gradually 

accumulate on one metal foil while negative charges accumulate on the other. The 

discharging process takes place through connecting these two electrodes by a 

conductive wire with or without a load. Dielectrics are the materials that can be 

polarized by applying an electric field. In general, the dielectric is electrically 

insulated, including a vacuum, a non-ionized gas, a solid such as a ceramic or 

polymer, and a liquid (aqueous or non-aqueous electrolyte). Early capacitors were 

fabricated as primary circuit elements for radio receivers, which were mainly 

utilized to hold microfarad to picofarad charges of direct current or to filter the 

frequencies for alternating current circuits.54-55 Solid insulators like glass, porcelain, 

paper, and mica were employed as the dielectrics for the early capacitors. In 1890s, 

Charles Pollak invented the first electrolytic capacitors with liquid electrolytes as 

dielectrics, which was granted as the U.S. Patent "Electric liquid capacitor with 

aluminum electrodes". In 1957, H. Becker developed a low voltage electrolytic 

capacitor with porous carbon electrodes, which was the earliest EDLC prototype. 

Early EDLCs used two aluminum foils covered with activated carbon as the 
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electrodes, which were soaked in an electrolyte and separated by a thin porous 

insulator. This design gave the EDLC with a capacitance on the order of one Farad, 

significantly higher than electrolytic capacitors of the same dimensions. This 

fundemental mechanical design remains the basis of most EDLCs.56 

Unlike secondary batteries which store energy by time-consuming redox-reactions, 

charge storage in EDLCs is mainly achieved by reversible adsorption of electrolyte 

ions on the surface of charged electrode materials through electrostatic forces 

(Figure 2.7b).57 Thus, EDLCs stand out by the high specific power, the long cycle life, 

and the broad range of operating temperatures,58-59 and are attractive for 

applications requiring many rapid charge/discharge cycles rather than long term 

compact energy storage.60 For instance, they are applied in cars, buses, trains, 

cranes and elevators, for regenerative braking, short-term energy storage or burst-

mode power delivery.61-62 However, the energy density of EDLCs (lower than 

10 Wh kg-1 for commercial devices) is still far from being satisfactory.63 It remains an 

enormous challenge to increase the energy density of EDLCs without sacrificing 

their most valuable characteristics, the distinguished power density and superior 

cycling stability. 

Carbonaceous materials are a type of prospective electrode material for EDLCs, due 

to their abundance, easy processing, non-toxicity, high specific surface area, good 

electronic conductivity, high chemical stability, and wide operating temperature 

range. Various carbonaceous materials, including porous carbons, carbon 

nanotubes, graphene, and heteroatom-doped carbons, have been applied as 

electrode materials for supercapacitors over the past years. Their porosity (the size, 

geometry, and distribution of the nanopores) plays a vital role for the EDLC 

performance.28, 30 This justifies the current tremendous attempts to tune the 

porosity of porous carbons on both the micropore and mesopore scale. 

Theoretically, the porosity influences the specific capacitance and rate capability 

through two major aspects: (1) narrow micropores with diameters in the range of 
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the size of the electrolyte ions result in high capacitance because the solvation shell 

can be partially “stripped off” and the ions experience strong adsorption due to 

simultaneous electronic interaction with both sides of pore walls (Figure 2.8a).30, 64-

66 The “stripped off” processes when the ions enter or leave the pores can lead to 

the additional stored energy; (2) “Transport highways” such as ordered mesopores 

(i.e., pores of 2-50 nm in size of uniform geometry and orientation) enable rapid 

diffusion of electrolyte ions onto the inner surface of the porous electrode (Figure 

2.8b).67-69 These additional transport paths will decrease the volumetric efficiency 

of the EDLC device but can give rise to outstanding rate capability because the high 

storage capacity of the micropores can only be utilized under high-power 

conditions if the ions have rapid access to these adsorption sites.28, 63 In this regard, 

it is quite promising to develop hierarchical porous carbon materials, which exhibit 

both narrow micropores providing high surface areas and larger mesopores for 

efficient ion transport.28 Therefore, great efforts have been devoted to introducing 

secondary mesopores into microporous carbons through templating approaches. 

Likewise, micropores were created in mesoporous carbons by activating or etching 

methods.70 Besides the pore structure design, surface functionalization is another 

effective approach to improve the capacitive performance of carbon materials. The 

most popular heteroatoms introduced into the carbon frameworks are nitrogen, 

oxygen, boron and sulfur.71 Among these, nitrogen-containing carbon materials 

have been widely investigated as electrode materials for EDLCs. The capacitance of 

nitrogen-doped carbons has been promoted to over 300 F g-1 (voltage window of 

~1 V in aqueous electrolytes) due to the introduction of pseudocapacitance effects 

and stronger ion adsortion on such polar sites.72-74 
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Figure 2.8. (a) Plot of specific capacitance normalized by BET SSA and average pore size for 
carbons. (b) Schematic of the porous structure characteristic and the ion transport process 
inside ordered hierarchical mesoporous/microporous carbon.75 

The liquid electrolytes can be classified as aqueous electrolytes, organic 

electrolytes and ionic liquids (ILs). Three representative aqueous electrolytes are 

based on acid, alkaline, and neutral solutions, possessing high ionic conductivities 

but narrow operating voltage windows. Most commercial EDLCs use organic 

electrolytes owing to their wider operation potential windows, but are sometimes 

associated with safety risks because of the flammability, volatility, and toxicity of 

the organic electrolytes and improper use such as overcharge or short-circuit.76 Due 

to the square dependence of energy density on the applied voltages (Equation 

(2.4)), ionic liquids with the large electrochemical voltage window (up to 4 V) are 

very promising alternative electrolytes for EDLCs.77  

E = 1/2 CU2                             (2.4) 

They stand out also because of the negligible volatility, non-flammability, and large 

operational temperature ranges. However, their high viscosity and high cost limit 

their practical application. The ion transport in ILs is slow in the bulk and could be 

even slower in carbon nanopores, leading to sluggish charging dynamics and 

lowered power density. Resolving these issues necessitates the fundamental 

understanding of transport dynamics in nanopores filled with ILs. Besides, ILs are 

solely composed of ions without slovents. Thus they can hardly be compressed into 

a compression double-layer on the electrode surface,78 where the traditional 

electric double-layer theory is not applicable. Therefore, their energy storage 
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mechanism remains unclear. Hence, on one hand, many efforts have been devoted 

to developing novel carbon electrode materials with elaborate pore structures and 

surface functionalities. On the other hand, it is essentially significant to implement 

IL electrolytes with large voltage windows and unclose the fundamentals of the 

energy storage mechanism.  

2.3. Sodium-ion capacitors 

As a recently developed kind of supercapacitors, hybrid ion capacitors (HICs), 

including Li-ion capacitors (LICs) and Na-ion capacitors (NICs) are another 

promising tactic to tackle the challenge of the inferior energy density of EDLCs. 

HICs contain a high-energy battery-type anode and a high-power capacitive-type 

cathode (Figure 2.7a).79 From the mechanistic point of view, charges are 

simultaneously stored in the HIC by anion adsorption on the capacitive-type 

cathode surface and via faradic cation intercalation/reaction in the battery-type 

anode, respectively (Figure 2.7a).80 Combining the working mechanisms of high 

power EDLCs and high energy batteries, HICs provide the possibility to combine 

their individual advantages. Moreover, the charge-discharge processes of these 

two electrodes are performed in different potential ranges (the anode at high 

negative working potentials where alkali metals are strong and the supercapacitor 

cathode at high positive potentials which are usually not accessible to battery set-

ups), thus enlarging the operating voltage window (Figure 2.7b), which is among 

the most efficient methods to enhance the energy density.77-78  

 
Figure 2.7. (a) Typical cell structure and electrode materials of a metal-ion capacitor. (b) Charge-
discharge voltage profile of a typical LIC device.80 
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In contrast to LICs, NICs do not suffer from the limited abundance of lithium. The 

reserves of sodium (2.36 wt%) on our planet are 3 orders of magnitude higher than 

those of lithium (0.002 wt%). However, the weight and size of sodium ions are 

significantly larger than that of lithium, which generally leads to the inferior 

capacity and rate capability of sodium-ion based energy storage devices. This 

problem escalates in the anode for NICs, as the biggest obstacle in the 

development of high-performance NICs lies in the kinetic imbalance between the 

capacitor-type cathode and battery-type anode. That is, the redox process in the 

anode is much slower than the physical ion adsorption process in the cathode 

(usually nanoporous carbon).80 This causes intensive efforts to develop faradic 

anodes with sufficient dynamics to match the non-faradic cathode.  

Promising candidates for anode materials include various carbonaceous 

materials,81-84 metal/alloys,85 metal oxides,86-87 and metal sulfides (Figure 2.7a).88-90 

Among them, carbon materials have attracted considerable attention due to their 

high storage capacity for sodium, high electrical conductivity, abundant resources, 

excellent stability, and low cost. Great efforts have been devoted to tailoring the 

atomic construction and porosity of carbons91-93 which can contribute to sodium 

storage and promote rapid ion transport, thus facilitating the rate capability of the 

anodes. The introduction of heteroatoms, especially nitrogen, has been regarded 

as another promising approach in terms of providing additional charge storage 

capacity through reversible binding of sodium to the nitrogen-based functional 

groups.81  

In addition to the development of advanced materials for NIC anodes, the 

mechanism of sodium storage in carbon materials is still not completely understood. 

Generally, the main contribution for sodium storage originates from the deposition 

of sodium species on the surface of carbon materials including defective sites and 

functional groups, plus the intercalation of sodium into the expanded graphene 

layers of the carbons. It is believed that these two processes proceed in different 
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voltage ranges, leading to the distinctly different charging/discharging behaviors in 

galvanostatic charge-discharge and cyclic voltammetry profiles. Nevertheless, it 

remains ambiguous which voltage range corresponds to each process. The 

traditional model proposed by Stevens and Dahn35, 94-95 shows a strong discrepancy 

with other recent reports which propose a diametrically opposed model.96-98 

Typically, in the high and low voltage regions, the shape of the galvanostatic 

charge-discharge curve for carbon materials presents slope and plateau, 

respectively. The traditional model supposes that the capacity in the slope region 

is attributed to the insertion/extraction of Na+ between the graphene layers, while 

the plateau area arises from the adsorption of the Na+ into the voids between 

randomly stacked layers.35, 94-95 On the contrary, the complete opposite process has 

also been verified by several studies, with the high and low voltage regions 

corresponding to surface absorption of Na+ and insertion/extraction of Na+ 

between the carbon interlayers, respectively.96-98 Therefore, there is still a lack of 

systematic studies and comprehensive interpretation of the mechanism of sodium 

storage in carbon (and especially in nitrogen-doped carbon) materials. 

2.4. Outline 

To tackle the problem of the inferior energy density of supercapacitors, advanced 

electrode materials and new energy storage mechanisms have to be developed, 

optimized and employed. Porous carbons used as electrodes in EDLCs and NICs are 

of great importance in these concepts. Intensive efforts all over the world have 

been devoted to the development of new synthesis routes for porous carbon 

materials. The tailoring of the porosity features is especially promising due to the 

direct relation between porosity characteristics and the supercapacitor 

performance. Moreover, nitrogen doping tends to be quite promising for anodes 

in the NICs, rating them as alternatives to the hard carbon materials commonly 

employed. However, in respect of carbon electrodes optimization, several 
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challenges to overcome are the facile synthetic routes and the pending 

fundamental understanding of the energy storage mechanisms. Therefore, the aim 

of the present dissertation is to develop novel synthetic methods for (nitrogen-

doped) porous carbon materials with superior performance, and to reveal a deeper 

understanding of some open questions regarding energy storage mechanisms of 

supercapacitors.  

In chapter 3, a novel synthetic method towards advanced carbon electrode 

materials for traditional EDLCs will be introduced with precisely tunable porosity. 

The electrode materials give rise to superior EDLC performance in all kinds of 

electrolytes. Even more importantly, the controversial energy storage mechanism 

of EDLCs employing IL electrolytes is investigated by employing a series of 

hierarchical salt-templated model carbons as electrodes. The materials show a 

promising potential for large-scale production in terms of the admirable 

performance as well as the facile and low-cost synthetic route. The results will not 

only allow to conclude on the relations between the porosity and ion transport 

dynamics, but also deliver the deeper insights into the new energy storage 

mechanism of IL-based EDLCs. 

Chapter 4 is reporting synthesis of nitrogen-rich carbon electrode materials as 

anodes for NICs and the study of their sodium storage mechanism, in order to 

promote the relatively inferior rate capability of NIC anodes, which is the biggest 

challenge in this area. Firstly, Free-standing fibrous nitrogen-doped carbon 

materials (HAT-CNFs) are synthesized by electrospinning with superior capacity and 

desirable rate capability. This work also provides a systematic study of the sodium 

storage mechanism in nitrogen-doped carbons. Afterwards, for further 

optimization of the architecture, a composite material composed of nitrogen-rich 

carbon nanoparticles embedded in conductive mesoporous carbon matrix 

(HAT550@ZTC) is fabricated. The composite material stands out by a higher 

nitrogen content and a better rate capability than that of the HAT-CNFs. Full-cell 
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devices of NIC employing HAT-CNFs and HAT550@ZTC as anodes and salt-

templated carbons as the cathode provide remarkable energy and power density. 

Their energy density significantly prevails that of common EDLCs while maintaining 

the high power density and long cycle life. 
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3. Carbon Electrodes and Energy Storage Mechanism of EDLCs 

As mentioned in section 2.2, ordered mesoporous-microporous carbon materials 

(OMMCs) are one of the ideal electrode materials for EDLCs. However, there is a 

lack of facile synthetic approaches to synthesize OMMCs with controllable size, 

geometry, ratio, and connectivity of the pores in each single and between the 

different pore systems. Typically, OMMCs are accessible via hard-/soft-templating 

approaches for mesopore formation, followed by subsequent introduction of 

smaller pores by etching silica co-templates,99 chemical activation,33, 100-101 or metal 

extraction from mesoporous carbides.67-69, 102 Especially the former methods can 

result in bottleneck- or torturous pores with broad size distribution, and the size 

and volume of micropores can hardly be regulated. This limits the high power 

performance of EDLCs based on such materials and hinders a systematic 

understanding of the synergistic effects of ordered mesopores and micropores in 

charge storage. Furthermore, silica etching, chemical activation, or high 

temperature chlorine treatment of carbides are all dangerous and toxic processes, 

and a more facile route which minimizes use of such tools for synthesizing OMMCs 

with precise control over the pore structure in both systems over a wide range is 

still required. Recently, eutectic salt mixtures composed of ZnCl2 and other 

Term of use: This chapter is adapted with permission from my own original work: 

[1] Yan, R.; Heil, T.; Presser, V.; Walczak, R.; Antonietti, M.; Oschatz, M. Ordered 
Mesoporous Carbons with High Micropore Content and Tunable Structure Prepared by 
Combined Hard and Salt Templating as Electrode Materials in Electric Double-Layer 
Capacitors. Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2017, 1700128. Published by John Wiley & Sons. 

[2] Yan, R.; Antonietti, M.; Oschatz, M. Toward the Experimental Understanding of the 
Energy Storage Mechanism and Ion Dynamics in Ionic Liquid Based Supercapacitors. Adv. 
Energy Mater. 2018, 1800026. Published by John Wiley & Sons. 
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chlorides were found to be suitable as templates to develop micro- or small 

mesopores in carbons. This method is known as salt-templating.103-104 Compared to 

other strategies for generating micropores, such as activation or metal extraction 

from carbides, salt-templating eliminates the need for harsh conditions either by 

evaporating salts during carbonization or removing salts with water, which could 

then be used repeatedly. In consequence, this method is more sustainable, more 

environmentally-friendly, and potentially favorable to large scale production. 

Furthermore, the pore size can be regulated by using different salt mixtures 

(including LiCl/ZnCl2, NaCl/ZnCl2, or KCl/ZnCl2) and by adjusting the component 

ratios and the amount of salt in relation to the carbon precursor.103 However, 

mesopores generated by salt-templating remain disordered often with a wide size 

distribution. Therefore, in section 3.1, a novel synthetic method for OMMCs with 

tunable porosity is put forward, which combines hard-templating and salt-

templating approach. Their applications in EDLCs with different electrolytes and 

the detailed insights into fundamental structure-performance relationships are 

discussed. 

Besides, ILs display promising alternatives to the established solvent-based 

systems due to their wide operation voltage. An issue of such electrolytes, however, 

is that they tend to lower the power density of EDLCs. Typically, ion transport in ILs 

is slow in the bulk and could be even slower in carbon nanopores, leading to 

sluggish charging dynamics and lowered power density. Resolving these issues 

necessitates the fundamental understanding of transport dynamics in nanopores 

filled with ILs. For example, while most studies demonstrate better IL dynamics in 

larger pores,105-107 molecular simulation disclosed an ultrahigh transport coefficient 

in charged micropores as well.108 The ion dynamics also depend on the surface 

chemistry where both ionophobic carbon micropores and hydrophobic silica 

mesopores provide surprisingly high migration coefficients of IL ions.109-111 

Molecular dynamics simulation has revealed the dynamic heterogeneity of IL ions 
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confined inside uncharged mesopores where the dynamics slow down appreciably 

as the ions approach the pore walls,112-114 as well as the great variation of the ion 

occupancy (total ion density) inside pores with different charging rates.115 These 

works attracted much attention and have contributed significantly to the progress 

toward the elucidation of how the size, surface chemistry, charging state, ion-

packing density,116 and other physicochemical properties of the pores, affect the 

charge storage mechanism and charge transport dynamics in IL-filled 

supercapacitors. However, the nanopores in all these theoretic studies are 

monodisperse in pore size without hierarchy, while hierarchical pore structure with 

both micro- and mesopores have been proven experimentally to provide efficient 

ion transport for a high power density while maintaining the high energy density.102, 

117-119 There is still a lack of systematic studies and comprehensive interpretation of 

the dynamics of electrolyte ions in such complex electrode structures during the 

charging/discharging process. Understanding requires a combination of 

computational simulation and experiments, whereas the inadequate 

characterization of the intricate structure of hierarchical porous carbons without 

long-range order poses a significant challenge to the modelling and thus the 

simulation.120 On the other side, the great difficulty in fabricating nearly ideal 

carbon models with well-defined hierarchical porosity as well as precisely 

controlling their pore structures impedes an experimental probing of the 

sophisticated hierarchical pore structure-property relationships. From the 

experimental and material perspective, heteroatom (especially nitrogen) doping of 

the carbon atom framework has been acknowledged as another efficient approach 

to improve both the capacitance and rate capability of supercapacitors.121-122 

Nevertheless, all the above fundamental research on charge storage mechanisms 

has been devoted exclusively to pure carbon materials. A deep comprehension of 

a potential change of mechanisms after nitrogen doping remains missing.  
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Numerous pioneering experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted to 

explore the underlying physics for IL charge storage under equilibrium conditions 

in carbon nanopores, which have led to an improved understanding of the 

molecular mechanisms. For instance, powerful techniques such as computer 

simulations,123 electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance,124-125 nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,7 and infrared spectroelectrochemical 

techniques126 have provided molecular information about the dynamic charge 

storage, where the ion exchange (swapping of co-ions for counter-ions) seems to 

play a vital role.57, 127 Great efforts have been devoted to investigating the 

dependence of capacitance on the pore size for an ionic liquid electrolyte, 

especially the anomalous increase of capacitance when the pore size decreases to 

the ion size.128-132 Using molecular dynamics simulations, the capacitance is found to 

depend on the applied voltage as well, where the capacitance reaches a maximum 

when all co-ions are expelled from the pores.123 These reports emphasize the 

significance of the charging process, applied voltage, pore sizes, ion-wall/ion-ion 

interactions, and physico-chemical properties of the IL, just to name a few. Up to 

now, the mechanisms for charge storage revealed in these studies neglect possible 

conformation variations and phase changes in the bulk of the rather large IL ions 

during charging/discharging.  Simulation studies only employ coarse-grained, rigid 

models of IL ions, and experimental studies have not taken the influence of such 

structural changes into consideration, although they are very likely to occur as a 

function of the electric potential. A limited number of simulation studies have 

revealed that the ion-wall interactions can significantly affect the ordering of IL 

ions.108, 113 Nevertheless, no experimental results confirming this prediction have 

been reported, and its importance for the energy storage mechanism as well as the 

origin remains ambiguous. 

Thus, section 3.2 aims at providing detailed insights into the influence of the carbon 

pore structure and heteroatom doping on the energy storage mechanism in IL-
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based EDLCs. The relationship between hierarchical pore structure/surface 

functionalization and ion dynamics is revealed. More importantly, ordering 

transitions in the bulk of the IL confined in the carbon mesopores is unclosed to 

contribute to the actual energy storage mechanism for IL-based supercapacitors. 

3.1. Combined hard-salt-templating synthesis of ordered mesoporous carbons 

with high micropore content as electrode materials for EDLCs 

A combined synthetic approach towards OMMCs is put forward, which employs 

ordered mesoporous silica SBA-15 hard-template and ZnCl2 salt-template as 

porogens for ordered mesopores and narrow micropores, respectively. Resulting 

ordered mesoporous hard-salt-templated carbons (OM-HSTCs) offer high specific 

surface area and total pore volumes. More importantly, the ratio of micropores to 

ordered mesopores and their respective sizes can be regulated by adjusting the 

amount of the salt template. Owing to their high surface area and efficient 

electrolyte transport in the hierarchical pore system, the OM-HSTCs show high 

specific capacitance and excellent rate capability as electrode materials in EDLCs 

with aqueous, organic, and IL electrolytes. Detailed insights into fundamental 

structure-performance relationships are achieved by changing the structural 

parameters and by comparison with purely microporous or purely mesoporous 

reference carbons. 

3.1.1.  Synthesis and characterization of OMMCs 

OM-HSTC is prepared by employing the SBA-15 hard-template and ZnCl2 salt-

template as porogens for ordered mesopores and micropores, respectively 

(Scheme 3.1). An aqueous solution containing sucrose as a renewable carbon 

precursor and ZnCl2 is infiltrated into the mesopores of SBA-15 and the sucrose is 

polycondensed within the ZnCl2 inside. The salt-template is evaporated during 

carbonization at 900 °C, leading to the formation of a microporous material 

(micropore volume 0.17 cm3 g-1) with a notable contribution of mesopores 
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(mesopore volume ~0.26 cm3 g-1) (Figure 3.1). Finally, OM-HSTC is obtained by the 

removal of the SBA-15. Although a separate step for the removal of the hard-

template is still necessary, this synthesis scheme stands out due to the combination 

of carbonization and micropore formation by a potentially reusable template 

without additional activation thus leading to a high yield of carbon from a 

renewable precursor.  

 
Scheme 3.1. Preparation of ordered mesoporous hard-salt-templated carbon (OM-HSTC). 

Carbon inside SBA-15
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Figure 3.1. (a) N2 physisorption (-196 °C) isotherms with corresponding (b) differential QSDFT 
pore size distributions of carbonized OM-HSTC_2_2.05 prior to removal of the hard-template 
with NaOH. 

A series of OM-HSTCs is prepared by varying the amount of ZnCl2 to explore 

possible variations of the pore structure. The final product is named as OM-

HSTC_X_Y, where X and Y represent the mass ratio of ZnCl2/sucrose and 

sucrose/SBA-15, respectively (Appendix, Table 6.2). In small-angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) measurements (Figure 3.2a), OM-HTC_0_2.05, OM-HSTC_1_2.05, and OM-

HSTC_2_2.05 all show a well-resolved peak assigned to (100) diffractions of the 2-d 

hexagonal space group (p6mm), which locate at 2θ = 1.08, 1.04 and 0.96°, 

respectively. This indicates a larger distance between the centers of the carbon 

nanorods with increasing amounts of ZnCl2. This is likely because ZnCl2 (until its 

evaporation) stabilizes the hard-template SBA-15 and provides resistance against 

shrinkage of during high-temperature treatment, a known effect for sol-gel derived 

silicas. No diffraction peak at low angle is present for HSTC_3_2.05, suggesting the 

absence of mesopore ordering because the infiltration solution contains too much 

of the salt and too little carbon-forming sucrose to stabilize a continuous 

carbonaceous system. As expected, the purely salt-templated sample STC_2 does 

not have ordered mesopores, either.  

a b
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Figure 3.2. (a) SAXS patterns and (b) Raman spectra of OM-HSTCs and the OM-
HTC_0_2.05/STC_2 references. 

In the Raman spectra (Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.3), the D-band near 1340 cm-1 

originates from the breathing modes of the six-fold sp2-hybridized carbon rings in 

the presence of defects and disorder.133-134 The width of the D-band reflects the 

degree of structural ordering and size distribution of sp2 rings (i.e., 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-

fold rings). The wide (154-159 cm-1 for the OM-HSTCs) D-bands (Table 3.1) in all 

samples reveal the existence of abundant disordered sections as it is typical for 

highly microporous carbons.133 The G-band near 1580 cm-1 is caused by bond 

stretching of sp2 carbon in either rings or chains. The peak height ratio of the D- and 

G-band (ID/IG) is proportional to the amount of six-membered sp2 carbon rings, 

which is commonly employed to evaluate the level of carbon ordering in porous 

carbons.133-135 The ID/IG value (Table 3.1) shows a slight rise with the increase of salt-

templates (the values of OM-HTC_0_2.05, OM-HSTC_1_2.05, OM-HSTC_2_2.05, and 

STC_2 equal 1.11, 1.19, 1.24, and 1.28, respectively). This indicates that adding the salt-

template improves the degree of aromatization and thereby the number of six-

membered rings at the same carbonization temperature. This, in turn, causes a 

slightly higher electric conductivity for the OM-HSTCs obtained with a higher 

amount of ZnCl2. 
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Figure 3.3. Raman spectra with the corresponding fitting curves of (a) OM-HTC_0_2.05, (b) OM-
HSTC_1_2.05, (c) OM-HSTC_2_2.05, (d) HSTC_3_2.05, (e) OM-HSTC_1_1.31, and (f) STC_2. 

 

 

Table 3.1. BET SSA, total pore volume (Vt), micropore volume (Vmic), and ultramicropore volume 
(Vultramicro, calculated from CO2 physisorption), ID/IG ratio, and full-width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the D-band of the carbon materials obtained by Raman spectroscopy and N2 
physisorption at -196 °C. 

Sample 
SSA 

(m2 g-1) 

Vt 

(cm3 g-1) 

Vmic 

(cm3 g-1) 

Vultramicro 

(cm3 g-1) 
ID/IG 

FWHM of D 

band (cm-1) 

OM-HSTC_2_2.05 2649 2.22 0.53 0.15 1.24 154 

OM-HSTC_1_2.05 1439 1.43 0.24 0.18 1.19 159 

OM-HSTC_1_1.31 1460 1.99 0.16 0.18 1.19 158 

HSTC_3_2.05 2131 1.80 0.51 n.d. 1.27 194 

OM-HTC_0_2.05 1263 1.26 0.11 0.14 1.11 158 

STC_2 1557 0.85 0.47 0.15 1.28 161 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the materials is carried out under air 

atmosphere (Figure 3.4). OM-HTC_0_2.05 and OM-HSTC_2_2.05 show a completely 

burn off indicating the absence of any residual template in these samples. The other 

hard-templated carbon samples show a small amount of minor residual mass (less 

a b c
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than 5 wt%) above 600 °C, verifying the nearly complete removal of ZnCl2 and SBA-

15 after carbonization and washing with NaOH. The onset temperatures of the 

decomposition of OM-HSTCs is larger than for OM-HTC_0_2.05, which can be 

ascribed to their higher degree of aromatization as revealed by Raman 

spectroscopy. The STC_2 carbon obtained by salt-templating without hard-

template shows a higher residual mass and therefore the presence of zinc species 

in this sample, presumably trapped in small or isolated pores, cannot be ruled out. 

In case of OM-HSTC_2_2.05, on the contrary, ordered mesopores are present after 

carbonization which allow for efficient removal of zinc species from the carbon 

framework (Figure 3.1). In accordance, the residual zinc in this material detected by 

electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) after washing is below 1 wt% in both 

SEM and TEM mode. 

 
Figure 3.4. TGA of OM-HSTCs and the CMK-3/STC references measured under air with a heating 
rate of 10 °C min-1. 

N2 (-196 °C) and CO2 (0 °C) physisorption experiments are carried out to analyze the 

OM-HSTCs pore structures (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, Table 3.1). OM-HTC_0_2.05, OM-

HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_2_2.05 exhibit type IV(a) isotherms with a continuous 

slope above a relative pressure of 0.2, and a narrow hysteresis loop with near-

parallel shape in the relative pressure range between 0.4 and 0.9 (Figure 3.5a). 
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These data support the existence of well-defined mesopores in these carbons. To 

study the transformation of pore structure from CMK-3 to OM-HSTC_1_2.05 and 

OM-HSTC_2_2.05, the PSD is further analyzed by recording low-pressure isotherms 

(Figure 3.6) and applying the quenched-solid density functional theory (QSDFT) for 

N2 adsorbed on carbon with slit/cylindrical pore shape (Figure 3.5b). For all OM-

HSTC samples, the amount of micropores (with diameters mainly around 0.9-1.0 nm) 

is drastically increased after the addition of ZnCl2 in comparison to OM-HTC_0_2.05. 

Due to its small micropore content (0.11 cm3 g-1), OM-HTC_0_2.05 has the lowest 

specific surface area (SSA) of 1263 m2 g-1, while the larger mesopores contribute 

only little to the surface area. With increasing the salt loading, SSAs and micropore 

volumes increase significantly to 2649 m2 g-1 and 0.53 cm3 g-1, respectively, in OM-

HSTC_2_2.05. OM-HSTC_2_2.05 and STC_2 contain in addition small mesopores 

with an average diameter of 2.4 nm and 3.2 nm, respectively. These pores likely 

originate from the formation of larger clusters of salt-templates and are absent in 

OM-HSTC_1_2.05 prepared with a lower ratio of ZnCl2/sucrose. The cumulative PSD 

plots (Figure 3.5c) indicate that the micropores only contribute a small fraction of 

the total pore volume in the OM-HSTCs. The STC_2 reference shows a type I(b) 

isotherm,29 indicating its typical structure containing micropores centered at 

0.9 nm with small amount of narrow mesopores. The disordered HSTC_3_2.05 has 

a high surface area (2131 m2 g-1) and micropore volume (0.51 cm3 g-1) but a broader 

hysteresis loop and a less defined pore size than the OM-HSTCs (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.5. (a) N2 physisorption (at -196 °C) isotherms with corresponding (b) differential and (c) 
cumulative QSDFT PSDs as well as (d) CO2 physisorption (at 0 °C) isotherms with corresponding 
(e) differential and (f) cumulative non-local density functional theory PSDs of OM-HSTCs and 
the OM-HTC_0_2.05/STC_2 references. 

 
Figure 3.6. (a) Linear (b) semi-logarithmic plots of low pressure N2 physisorption isotherms (at 
-196 °C) of OM-HSTCs and the OM-HTC_0_2.05/STC references. 

 
Figure 3.7. (a) N2 physisorption (-196 °C) isotherm with corresponding (b) differential QSDFT 
pore size distribution of disordered HSTC_3_2.05, in comparison with those of OM-HSTC_1_2.05. 
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The distributions of pores with diameters of 1.5 nm and below have been further 

analyzed by non-local density functional theory (NLDFT) analysis of CO2 

physisorption measurements (Figure 3.5d-f). All samples contain even more 

narrow micropores with a main diameter of ~0.6 nm in addition to the micropores 

centered at 0.9-1.0 nm detected by N2 physisorption. A smaller ZnCl2/sucrose ratio 

leads to a larger volume of ultramicropores,29 that is, pores with diameters of 

0.7 nm and below. Hence, OM-HSTC_1_2.05 shows the highest ultramicropore 

volume among all samples. OM-HSTC_2_2.05 and STC_2 have a higher total 

micropore volume but smaller ultramicropore volume. This shows that the precise 

control over the micropore size (a general advantage of salt-templated carbons) is 

not perturbed by the presence of an additional hard-template. 

With the increase of ZnCl2 content, the average mesopore diameter increases from 

4.4 nm (OM-HTC_0_2.05) to 6.6 nm (OM-HSTC_1_2.05) and to 9.9 nm (OM-

HSTC_2_2.05) accompanied by a broader distribution. This can be ascribed (in 

addition to the less pronounced shrinking discussed above) to formation of a 

surface layer of liquid ZnCl2 on the surface of the nanochannel pore walls of SBA-15 

(Scheme 3.2). The positively charged-Lewis acidic Zn2+ ions are prone to 

coordinated by oxygen atoms on the SBA-15 pore walls during the impregnation 

step. Therefore, the salt-template distributes partly along the walls of the channel 

and partly inside the carbon precursor into the channels of the silica. This causes 

the growth of the mesopores between the cylindrical carbon rods after the removal 

of SBA-15, that is, the mesopore size of the carbon is a sum of the size of the pore 

walls of SBA-15 and two times the thickness of the salt layer. The precise control of 

the mesopore sizes can be used to tailor the size of ordered mesopores at a given 

hard-template and is a unique feature of the salt-templating approach if compared 

to previously reported synthesis methods for OMMCs. 
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Scheme 3.2. Possible mechanism of enlargement of mesopore size caused by salt templating. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows that OM-HTC_0_2.05 (Figure 3.8a) and 

OM-HSTC samples (Figure 3.8c,e) have the typical particle morphology of 

hexagonally ordered mesoporous materials like the SBA-15 template. In line with 

SAXS and physisorption measurements, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

images (Figure 3.8b,d,f) further evidence the ordered mesoporous structure of all 

hard-templated samples. The mean distances between the carbon rods equal 4.9, 

7.6, and 8.8 nm for OM-HTC_0_2.05, OM-HSTC_1_2.05, and OM-HSTC_2_2.05, 

respectively. This enlargement of mesopores with increasing content of salt-

template is in good agreement with SAXS and physisorption experiments. 
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Figure 3.8. SEM and TEM images of (a, b) OM-HTC_0_2.05, (c, d) OM-HSTC_1_2.05, (e, f) OM-
HSTC_2_2.05. 

A microporous shell is present around the individual particles in both OM-

HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_2_2.05 (Figure 3.8c,e), which partly encompasses the 

ordered carbon rods. OM-HSTC particles thus exhibit a core-shell structure built up 

by an ordered mesoporous and microporous core with a purely microporous shell. 

This may be caused by an excess of salt/ precursor mixture surpassing the pore 

volume of SBA-15 templates. As OM-HTC_0_2.05 without shell is synthesized with 

the exact amount of sucrose to fill the pore volume of SBA-15, the mesopores are 

potentially overfilled with additional ZnCl2. As a result, in the case of OM-HSTCs, a 

certain amount of the mixed precursor remains outside the SBA-15 particles after 
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impregnation, which turns into the microporous shell after carbonization. In 

contrast to the ordered materials, STC_2 presents a rather disordered and 

macroporous morphology without regular particle architecture (Figure 3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9. SEM image of STC_2. 

3.1.2.  EDLC performance in different electrolytes 

To establish structure-performance relationships of OM-HSTCS for electrochemical 

energy storage with supercapacitors, the samples are fabricated into electrodes 

and characterized with cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests, galvanostatic 

charging/discharging with potential limitation (GCPL), and electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in a common organic electrolyte (1 M 

tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile (TEABF4/AN)), a typical 

aqueous electrolyte (1 M Na2SO4 in H2O), and solvent-free ionic liquid (1-Ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMImBF4)). 

In TEABF4/AN, OM-HSTCs present rectangle-like CV curves (0-2.5 V) without an 

obvious distortion even at a scan rate as high as 500 mV s-1, indicating pronouncedly 

capacitive behavior with a high rate capability (Figure 3.10a, Figure 3.11). The 

specific capacitance of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 (calculated from GCPL) reaches 133 F g-1 at 

a specific current of 0.1 A g-1, which is 34%, 56%, and 39% higher than that of OM-

HSTC_1_2.05 (99 F g-1), OM-HTC_0_2.05 (85 F g-1) and STC (96 F g-1; Figure 3.10c). At 

a specific current of 40 A g-1, the specific capacitance of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 still 
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reaches 126 F g-1 (about 95% of its initial capacitance). The galvanostatic 

charging/discharging curves (Figure 3.10b) of OM-HSTCs show high symmetry and 

linear slopes with a small voltage drop of 0.22 V for OM-HSTC_2_2.05. This excellent 

rate handling ability suggests a very low resistance in the materials. The voltage 

drops of OM-HTC_0_2.05 and STC_2 are much higher: 0.80 V at 40 A g-1 and 1.41 V 

at 25 A g-1, respectively, indicating in both cases surface polarization and thereby 

contact resistance effects. 

 
Figure 3.10. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 at different scan rates, (b) 
charge/discharge profiles at different current densities, (c) capacitance retention of different 
carbon materials with current density increase, and (d) cycle and floating stability of OM-
HSTC_2_2.05 at a specific current of 20 A g-1 for 10,000 cycles and 100 h floating at 2.5 V. The 
inset in (d) shows the charge/discharge profiles of the initial test, after the 10,000th cycling test, 
and after 100 h floating test. All measurements were conducted in 1 M TEABF4/AN as electrolyte. 
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Figure 3.11. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) OM-HTC_0_2.05, (b) OM-HSTC_1_2.05, and (c) STC_2 
at different scan rates. (d) Capacitance retention of different carbon materials with scan rates 
increase. All measurements were conducted in 1 M TEABF4/AN. 

Cycling stability tests are performed by charging and discharging (0-2.5 V) at a 

specific current of 20 A g-1 for 10,000 cycles followed by holding the cell voltage of 

2.5 V for 100 h (interrupted by cycling at 20 A g−1 after every 10 h). OM-HSTC_2_2.05 

shows excellent stability with 86% capacitance retention, after continued cycling 

and voltage holding (Figure 3.10d). The 14% capacitance loss might be caused by the 

large voltage window that leads to some irreversible reactions between the 

electrolyte and carbon surface groups. 

The carbon samples show comparable EDLC performance when tested in 1 M 

Na2SO4/H2O neutral aqueous electrolyte (Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13). CV curves (-0.5 V 

~ 0.5 V) of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 (Figure 3.12a) exhibit a rectangular shape and GPCL 

measurements show a specific capacitance of 125 F g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 (Figure 3.12c), 

considerably exceeding that of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 (95 F g-1), OM-HTC_0_2.05 (77 F g-

1) and STC_2 (78 F g-1). At an ultrahigh specific current of 40 A g-1, the specific 
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capacitance of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 still reaches 117 F g-1. The corresponding GCPL 

curves are highly symmetric triangle with only a small voltage drop of 0.17 V at 

40 A g-1 (Figure 3.12b). In contrast, OM-HTC_0_2.05 shows a moderate rate 

capability (67% capacitance remaining, and the purely microporous STC_2 shows 

the lowest performance (Figure 3.12b,c). 

 
Figure 3.12. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of HSTC_2_2.05 at different scan rates, (b) 
charge/discharge profiles at different specific currents, and (c) capacitance retention of 
different carbon materials with current density increase. All measurements were conducted in 
1 M Na2SO4/H2O electrolyte. 

 
Figure 3.13. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) OM-HTC_0_2.05, (b) OM-HSTC_1_2.05, and (c) STC_2 
at different scan rates. (d) Capacitance retention of different carbon materials with scan rates 
increase. All measurements were conducted in 1 M Na2SO4/H2O. 
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The EDLC performance shows that the OM-HSTCs provide not only higher specific 

capacitance, but also a rate capability which is slightly better than that of OM-

HTC_0_2.05. The observed excellent capacitance of OM-HSTCs could be attributed 

to their high specific surface area and micropore volume (Table 3.1) which offers 

many active sites for ion adsorption with optimum size to distort solvation shells 

and provide close approach of the ions to the pore walls. The increase of salt-

templates further enhances these two positive factors by increasing the size of 

ordered mesopores and the micropore volume, leading to the higher capacitance 

and rate capability of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 compared to OM-HSTC_1_2.05. The inferior 

rate capability of STC-2 is attributed to the absence of ordered mesopores as fast 

transport channels. 

To further understand the difference of rate capabilities between the carbon 

samples, EIS is employed to investigate the impedance behaviors of EDLCs based 

on different carbon electrode materials (Figure 3.14a,c). The frequency responses 

in organic and aqueous electrolytes (Figure 3.14b,d) confirm the excellent rate 

capability of OM-HSTCs. The capacitances of OM-HSTCs show saturation in organic 

and aqueous electrolytes at a frequency around ~0.3 Hz, suggesting that near-

equilibrium ion adsorption could be achieved within several seconds, which is much 

faster than that in OM-HTC_0_2.05 and STC_2. Quantified by the frequency f0 at 

which the capacitance drops to the half of its maximum value, OM-HSTC_2_2.05 

and OM-HSTC_1_2.05 display fast frequency responses with f0 of 0.85 Hz and 

0.73 Hz in organic electrolyte, significantly surpassing that of OM-HTC_0_2.05 

(0.46 Hz) and STC_2 (0.14 Hz), indicating the faster charge/discharge rate of 

hierarchical OM-HSTCs. The frequency responses in the aqueous electrolyte show 

the same trend. The f0 of OM-HSTC_2_2.05, OM-HSTC_1_2.05, OM-HTC_0_2.05, and 

STC_2 equals 0.85 Hz, 0.74 Hz, 0.55 Hz, and 0.21 Hz, respectively. The nearly vertical 

curves in the low-frequency region of the Nyquist plots in organic (Figure 3.14a) and 

aqueous electrolytes (Figure 3.14c) demonstrate the near-ideal capacitive behavior 
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of all EDLCs. By extrapolating the vertical portion of the curves to the real axis, the 

equivalent series resistance (RESR) in organic electrolyte is calculated to be 1.53 Ω 

cm-2 and 1.57 Ω cm-2 (1.20 Ω cm-2, and 1.38 Ω cm-2 in aqueous electrolyte) for OM-

HSTC_2_2.05, and OM-HSTC_1_2.05, respectively. In both electrolytes, this is much 

lower than for OM-HTC_0_2.05 and STC_2 and consistent with the low voltage 

drops of OM-HSTCs in GCPL measurements. In the middle-frequency region, the 45° 

sloped curve known as the Warburg portion is related to the transport of 

electrolyte ions into the carbon pores. Compared with STC_2, the very short 

Warburg lengths observed for the OM-HSTCs and OM-HTC_0_2.05 electrode 

suggest their low resistance for ion transport due to the rapid ion transport 

through ordered mesopores. Moreover, the thin microporous shells of the OM-

HSTCs (Figure 3.14b,c) provide a short transport distance for ions to rapidly reach 

the surface of its inner micropores, while the defects on the shells enable the 

superb mobility of the ion flux between the ordered mesoporous cores and the 

outside electrolyte. In the high frequency region, the intercept along the real axis 

reveals the intrinsic resistances (Rs) of electrode material, electrolyte, current 

collector, as well as the contact resistances between them. In comparison with OM-

HTC_0_2.05, OM-HSTCs present smaller Rs, suggesting the lowest electronic 

resistance in these electrode materials. Considering the similar ordered 

mesoporous core in OM-HSTCs and OM-HTC_0_2.05, it can be concluded that the 

difference in the carbon aromatization by ZnCl2 catalysis is crucial to reduce the 

electronic resistance in the electrodes. Furthermore, the microporous shell can also 

have an influence on the resistance. 
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Figure 3.14. Nyquist plots and frequency responses of different carbon materials tested in (a, b) 
1 M TEABF4/AN, (c, d) 1 M Na2SO4/H2O. 

The mesoporous cores composed of carbon rods in OM-HTC_0_2.05 and OM-HSTCs 

differ in sizes, amount of micropores inside, and degree of carbon aromatization. 

For the sake of decoupling these effects from the possible influence of the 

microporous shell on the electrochemical properties, OM-HSTC without a shell 

(OM-HSTC_1_1.31) is prepared and compared with OM-HSTC_1_2.05. OM-

HSTC_1_1.31 is synthesized by regulating the amount of sucrose and ZnCl2 according 

to the pore volume of SBA-15 while keeping the same ratio of sucrose to ZnCl2 as in 

OM-HSTC_1_2.05. In this manner, the micro-/mesoporous cores of OM-HSTC_1_1.31 

should be comparable in structure to that of OM-HSTC_1_2.05, that is, the effects 

of the microporous shell are highlighted by the comparison of their EDLC 

performance (Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16). The SEM images of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 

(Figure 3.8a,c) clearly show a shell around the particles which is absent in OM-

HSTC_1_1.31 (Figures 3.15b,d); yet, both present the same ordered mesoporous 

cores as shown by SAXS (Figure 3.15e) and TEM images (Figure 3.8d, Figure 3.17). 
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From the N2 and CO2 physisorption measurements (Figure 3.15f and Figure 3.18) it 

can be seen that the major difference between the samples is the larger amount of 

mesopores in OM-HSTC_1_1.31 than in OM-HSTC_1_2.05 (Table 3.1). This is 

reasonable because the micro-/mesoporous core of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 coexists with 

the purely microporous shell, whereas OM-HSTC_1_1.31 only contains the core in 

which the mesopores are located. While the mesopores are similar in size and the 

SSA is comparable in both samples, a minor difference is the higher amount of 

micropores in OM-HSTC_1_2.05 because of the microporous shells (Table 3.1). 

 
Figure 3.15. (a, b) SEM images of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_1_1.31. (c, d) SEM images of 
electrodes prepared from OM-HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_1_1.31. (e) SAXS patterns, (f) N2 
physisorption (-196 °C) isotherms, (g, h) Cyclic voltammograms, (i) charge/discharge profiles at 
different specific currents, and (j) Nyquist plots of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_1_1.31. The 
inset in (j) shows frequency responses. All electrochemical measurements were conducted in 
1 M TEABF4/AN. 

 
Figure 3.16. Capacitance retention of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_1_1.31 with the increase 
of (a) scan rates, and (b) specific currents. 
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Figure 3.17. TEM image of OM-HSTC_1_1.31. 

 

 
Figure 3.18. (a) Low-pressure N2 physisorption (-196 °C) isotherms with corresponding (b) 
differential and (c) cumulative QSDFT pore size distributions as well as (d) CO2 physisorption 
(0 °C) isotherms with corresponding (e) differential and (f) cumulative NLDFT pore size 
distribution pattern of the OM-HSTC_1_2.05 and OM-HSTC_1_1.31. 

The CV curves of OM-HSTC_1_1.31- and OM-HSTC_1_2.05-based EDLCs in organic 

electrolyte (Figure 3.15g,h) show typical quasi-rectangular shapes. But for OM-

HSTC_1_1.31 without shells, the shape at 500 mV s-1 becomes significantly more 

elliptical as compared to OM-HSTC_1_2.05 indicating the lower rate capability of the 
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former. In the GCPL curves (Figure 3.15i), the voltage drop at 40 A g-1 of OM-

HSTC_1_1.31 (0.89 V) is more than two times that of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 (0.42 V). 

According to that, the OM-HSTC_1_2.05 with shell shows lower polarization and 

thus higher capacitance retention under high power conditions in both CV and 

GCPL tests (Figure 3.15g,h,i). The differences caused by the presence of a 

microporous shell in the particles are further underlined by EIS (Figure 3.15j). The 

microporous shell around the carbon particles of OM-HSTC_1_2.05 apparently 

reduces the internal resistance of the EDLCs by facilitating transfer of charged 

species between the individual carbon particles into the electrodes. 

Finally, the ionic liquid (IL) EMImBF4 with a wide voltage window of 0-3.5 V was 

employed as the electrolyte to test the EDLC performance of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 

(Figure 3.19). Since the energy storage capacity of an EDLC is proportional to the 

square of its operating voltage, ionic liquids (at similar capacity) are promising to 

address the main problem of current EDLCs, which is their low energy density.136-137 

Also in this electrolyte, CV curves show a nearly rectangular shape at different scan 

rates (5-200 mV s-1). The GCPL curves are nearly symmetrical with small voltage 

drops at high current densities (0.64 V at 10 A g-1), and the curves in the low-

frequency region of Nyquist plots are nearly vertical (Figures 3.19a-c). A high 

specific capacitance of 138 F g-1 is obtained from the GCPL curve (Figure 3.19b) at 

0.1 A g-1 in the IL electrolyte (0-3.5 V). 

Even more fascinating, in the CV curves, an increase of the cathodic current at 3.0-

3.5 V and a small peak at around 2.0 V (disappeared when increasing the scan rate 

over 50 mV s-1) can always be observed, indicating deviation from the ideal 

capacitor-like behavior. Such kind of phenomenon also appears in many other 

literature regarding IL-based supercapacitors.138-139 But there still lacks a systematic 

and thorough study of the fundamentals of such effects. Moreover, the 

capacitance (which corresponds to the charge divided by the voltage) and the 

voltage in IL electrolytes is higher than that in the aqueous and organic electrolytes, 
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indicating that more charges must be compressed on the surface of the electrodes 

on the basis of classical electrical double-layer theory. But the ILs can hardly be 

compressed as they are solely composed of ions without solvents, which 

contradicts the electrical double-layer theory. Hence, the study in the next section 

will focus on the pending energy storage mechanism of IL-based supercapacitors. 

 
Figure 3.19. EDLC performance of OM-HSTC_2_2.05 tested in the ionic liquid electrolyte 
EMImBF4. (a) Cyclic voltammograms at different scan rates, (b) capacitance retention with 
current density increase. The inset in (b) shows the charge/discharge voltage profiles at 
different specific currents). 

The gravimetric and volumetric Ragone plots (Figure 3.20) of EDLCs using OM-

HSTC_2_2.05 as electrodes show that the symmetric cells provide the highest 

specific energy of 29 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 78 W kg-1, and still maintain 

23 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 27 kW kg-1 in TEABF4/AN electrolyte. In the IL 

electrolyte, the specific energy reaches 59 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 1 kW kg-1, 

and maintains 25 Wh kg-1 when the specific power increases to 18 kW kg-1. This 

property is attributed to the high content of micropores for ion storage and the 

ordered mesopores for fast charge transfer, as well as the thin microporous shell 

for reduced electric resistance. Yet, the low density of the highly mesoporous OM-

HSTC electrodes (~0.3 g cm-3) leads to a moderate energy density (<10 Wh L-1 and < 

20 Wh L-1 in organic and IL electrolyte, respectively). 
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Figure 3.20. Gravimetric and volumetric Ragone plots of EDLCs using HSTC_2_2.05 as 
electrodes. 

In summary, ordered mesoporous carbon with high content of micropores can be 

synthesized by a novel combined hard/salt-templating method, which is 

significantly simpler than established methods. Large specific surface area up to 

2649 m2 g-1 and high pore volume exceeding 2.2 cm3 g-1 are obtained when applying 

optimized synthetic conditions. The synthetic process is highly versatile in terms of 

tailoring the pore morphology, diameter and micro-mesopore ratio in a wide range. 

This feature remains difficult to be achieved with established methods towards 

OMMCs and other nanoporous carbons. EDLCs based on OM-HSTC electrodes 

achieve high specific capacitance (133 F g-1 at 0.1 A g-1) and excellent rate capability 

(126 F g-1 at 40 A g-1) in 1 M TEABF4/AN as the electrolyte (cell voltage up to 2.5 V). 

Accordingly, it achieves high specific energy of 29 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 

78 W kg-1, and still maintains 23 Wh kg-1 at an ultrahigh specific power of 27 kW kg-1 

in such organic electrolyte. When operated in IL electrolytes (cell voltage up to 

3.5 V), the specific energy reaches up to 59 Wh kg-1 with a maximal specific power 

of 18 kW kg-1. And they can also be employed as model materials for investigating 

transport phenomena in hierarchical pore systems, which is useful for many other 

fields where adsorption and transport in carbon materials play a role. 
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3.2. Towards the experimental understanding of the energy storage mechanism 

and ion dynamics in ionic liquid based supercapacitors by applying salt-

templated carbon materials 

To provide some detailed insights into the influence of the carbon pore structure 

and heteroatom doping on the energy storage mechanism in IL-based EDLCs, a 

series of salt-templated carbon materials and their corresponding nitrogen-doped 

counterparts with tunable pore structure and well-defined pore size dispersion are 

synthesized and used as model systems. When employing as EDLC electrodes in IL 

electrolytes, high energy density is achieved without compromising the admirable 

rate capability and stability. A quantitative model is proposed for the relationship 

between hierarchical pore structure/surface functionalization and ion dynamics. In 

terms of the energy storage itself, the possible phase transitions in the bulk of the 

IL confined in the carbon pores during charging/discharging lead to an unexpected 

deviation of the energy storage mechanism from the classical (compression) 

electrical double-layer theory. 

3.2.1. Synthesis and characterization of STCs  

A series of salt-templated carbons (STCs)103, 140 with different pore structures are 

prepared by employing the salt template ZnCl2 as porogen for well-defined 

micropores with or without additional disordered mesopores (Scheme 3.3). 

Sucrose and different amounts of ZnCl2 are mixed in aqueous solution, followed by 

polycondensation of the carbohydrate at 160 °C with the salt template inside. 

Afterwards, the mixture is carbonized at 900 °C followed by thorough washing with 

HCl solution to remove the remaining ZnCl2. TGA results of the materials indicate a 

small ash-content (less than 3 wt%) above 600 °C (Figure 3.21). X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) results (Figure 3.22) of all the samples show only broad (002) and (101) 

carbon peaks at 26° and 44° 2Theta, verifying the mainly amorphous carbon 

structure and the nearly complete absence of inorganic residuals after 
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carbonization and washing with HCl. Removal of the salt leads to the formation of 

micropores and mesopores at controllable ratio depending on the relative amounts 

of ZnCl2 in different STCs (Table 3.2). This synthesis scheme stands out due to the 

tunable hierarchical pore structure formation with high surface area by a simple 

one-step salt-templating approach. Subsequently, nitrogen doping of STCs is 

carried out by dispersing the STCs in aqueous cyanamide solution followed by 

drying and cross-condensation at 800 °C under N2 to obtain the corresponding 

nitrogen-doped STCs (NDSTCs, Scheme 3.3). No notable changes in the XRD (Figure 

3.22) are observed after nitrogen-doping. The nitrogen content is 5-6 wt% for all 

these samples, as detected by elemental analysis (Table 3.2).  

 
Scheme 3.3. Preparation of STCs and NDSTCs. 

 
Figure 3.21. TGA results of (a) STCs and (b) NDSTCs measured under air flow with a heating rate 
of 5 °C min-1. 
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Figure 3.22. XRD patterns of (a) STCs and (b) NDSTCs. 

 

Table 3.2. Mass ratio of ZnCl2 to sucrose, BET SSA, total pore volume (Vt), DFT micropore volume 
(Vmic), DFT mesopore volume (Vmeso), nitrogen content of the carbon materials by elemental 
analysis, as well as the thickness and mass loading of the corresponding electrodes. 
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ZnCl2:Sucrose 

(weight) 

SSA 

( ) 

Vt  

( ) 

DFT Nitrogen 

content 

(wt%) 

Thickness 

(μm) 

Mass loading 

(mg cm-2) 
Vmic 

( ) 

Vmeso 

( ) 

STC-1 1 1138 0.51 0.39 0.11 / 126 9.6 

STC-2 2 1430 0.81 0.33 0.42 / 122 7.6 

STC-4 4 1739 1.08 0.36 0.67 / 125 5.7 

STC-8 8 2203 1.48 0.36 1.08 / 118 5.0 

STC-16 16 2324 1.66 0.41 1.25 / 123 4.8 

NDSTC-1 1 1163 0.51 0.39 0.08 5.40 130 11.6 

NDSTC-2 2 1468 0.80 0.37 0.38 5.52 123 6.9 

NDSTC-4 4 1811 1.09 0.42 0.62 5.74 126 6.2 

NDSTC-8 8 2181 1.42 0.36 1.02 6.09 119 5.0 

NDSTC-16 16 2308 1.63 0.40 1.15 5.43 121 4.8 

Ac-STC-1 1 1493 0.72 0.50 0.18 / 122 8.6 

Ac-STC-16 16 2833 1.89 0.48 1.35 / 116 3.2 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is employed to characterize the 

nitrogen/oxygen containing functional groups of nitrogen-doped samples (NDSTC-

1 and NDSTC-16). The survey XPS spectra (Figure 3.23a and d) of the two samples 

reveal the presence of C, N, and O. Traces of residual zinc are also detected which 

is consistent with the results of TGA. The high-resolution N 1s spectra (Figure 3.23b 

and e) of both NDSTCs display four fitted peaks at 397.9, 398.5, 400.1, and 403.2 eV, 

which can be assigned to the pyridinic nitrogen, pyrrolic nitrogen, graphitic 

nitrogen, and N-O (oxidized nitrogen), respectively.141 The high-resolution O 1s 

spectra (Figure 3.23c and f) can be deconvoluted into two peaks centered at 531.5, 

and 532.8 eV, corresponding to the carbonyl groups (C=O) and hydroxyl groups (C–

OH), respectively.142 The nitrogen contents of NDSTC-1 and NDSTC-16 are 

determined to be 6.01 and 3.68 at%, respectively, which suggests the success of 

nitrogen doping since negligible amount of nitrogen was detected in STC-1 and STC-

16 by XPS in accordance with the results of elemental analysis (Table 3.2).  

 
Figure 3.23. (a,d) XPS survey spectra and high-resolution (b,e) N 1s and (c,f) O 1s XPS spectra of 
(a-c) NDSTC-1 and (d-f) NDSTC-16. 

N2 (-196 °C) and CO2 (0 °C) physisorption experiments are carried out to analyze the 

pore structures (Figure 3.24, Figure 3.25 and Table 3.2). STC-1 shows a type I(a) 

isotherm, indicating its purely microporous structure, while STC-2 has the type I(b) 
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isotherm which suggests the presence of a small amount of narrow mesopores in 

addition to the micropores. STC-4, STC-8 and STC-16 exhibit type IV(a) isotherms 

with a continuous slope above a relative pressure of 0.2 with a hysteresis loop of 

H4 type in the relative pressure range between 0.4 and 0.9, indicating the existence 

of a significant mesopore volume (Figure 3.24a). To study the transformation of 

pore structure with the increase of the salt template, the PSD is further analyzed 

using the QSDFT for N2 adsorbed on carbon with slit/cylindrical pore shape (Figure 

3.24b). All the STC samples exhibit comparable micropore volumes around 0.4 cm3 

g-1 (Table 3.2). In the case of STC-1 with the moderate SSA of 1138 m2 g-1, the 

micropores account for the overwhelming fraction of the total pores (Figure 3.24c), 

verifying its microporous pore structure. With the increase of the salt loading, the 

SSAs gradually and significantly increase to 2203 m2 g-1 for STC-8, followed by 

2324 m2 g-1 for STC-16 (Figure 3.24g and Table 3.2). The content of mesopores 

exhibits a drastic rise with increased template content (Figure 3.24h), which in turn 

results in a continuous augment of the total pore volumes from 0.51 cm3 g-1 for STC-

1 to 1.66 cm3 g-1 for STC-16. In addition, the diameters of the mesopores are also 

enlarged slightly from 3 nm (STC-2) to 4 nm (STC-16) (Figure 3.24b) which is likely 

due to percolation of the salt templates, allowing to “fine tune” the hierarchical 

pore structure. The cumulative PSD plots (Figure 3.24c) indicate that micropores 

only contribute a small fraction of the total pore volume in the STC-4, STC-8, and 

STC-16. The distributions of micropores with diameters of 1.5 nm and below are 

further evaluated by NLDFT analysis of CO2 physisorption measurements (Figure 

3.24d-f). All samples contain three kinds of well-defined narrow micropores with 

diameters of 0.35, 0.55, and 0.80 nm, corresponding to salt-template clusters with 

different sizes (Figure 3.24e). A higher ZnCl2/sucrose ratio leads to a larger volume 

of micropores with the diameter of 0.80 nm, which is in the range of the ion size of 

EMIm+ (0.76 nm). This underlines that the salt-templating method provides control 

over the size and amount of narrow micropores and mesopores. The N2 
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physisorption results of NDSTCs show the similarity of pore structure compared 

with their corresponding parental STCs (Figure 3.25 and Table 3.2), indicating that 

the nitrogen doping process is a molecular cross-condensation which has no 

significant effects on the pore structure. The presence of comparable amounts of 

nitrogen in purely microporous NDSTC-1 and other hierarchical porous NDSTCs 

(Table 3.2) suggest the homogenous nitrogen doping along both micropores and 

mesopores. 

 
Figure 3.24. (a) N2 physisorption isotherms (at -196 °C) with corresponding (b) differential and 
(c) cumulative QSDFT PSDs as well as (d) CO2 physisorption (at 0 °C) isotherms with 
corresponding (e) differential and (f) cumulative NLDFT PSDs of the STCs. (g) SSA and TPV of 
STCs with the increase of ZnCl2. (h) Mesopore and micropore volume of STCs with the increase 
of ZnCl2. 
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Figure 3.25. (a) N2 physisorption isotherms (at -196 °C) with corresponding (b) differential and 
(c) cumulative QSDFT PSDs of the NDSTCs. 

The influence of the amount of ZnCl2 and nitrogen doping on the pore structure is 

further studied by TEM. Low content of ZnCl2 (STC-1 and STC-2) leads to a rather 

dense morphology with the presence of abundant narrow micropores, while 

mesopores can hardly be observed (Figure 3.26a-b). With the gradual increase of 

ZnCl2 (STC-4, STC-8, and STC-16), the morphologies clearly exhibit a distinct trend of 

being less dense and more open, reflecting the development of mesopore systems 

(Figure 3.26c-e). After nitrogen doping, the NDSTCs consist of pore structures 

which are comparable to their corresponding STC parents (Figure 3.26f-j). This is in 

good accordance with the physisorption experiments. 

 
Figure 3.26. TEM images of the STCs and the respective NDSTCs. (a) STC-1, (b) STC-2, (c) STC-4, 
(d) STC-8, (e) STC-16, (f) NDSTC-1, (g) NDSTC-2, (h) NDSTC-4, (i) NDSTC-8, (j) NDSTC-16. 

In the Raman spectra (Figure 3.27), the wide (157-196 cm-1) D-bands (Table 3.3) in all 

samples reveal the existence of abundant disordered sections. The peak height 

ratio of the D- and G-band (ID/IG) is employed to evaluate the level of carbon 
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increase of salt-template (the values of STC-1, STC-2, STC-4, STC-8, and STC-16 equal 

1.3, 1.3, 1.2, 1.1, and 1.3, respectively) indicates comparable degree of aromatization 

and thereby no major differences in the conductivities of the STCs can be expected. 

 
Figure 3.27. (a) Raman spectra of STCs and (b-f) corresponding fitting curves of STC-1, STC-2, 
STC-4, STC-8, and STC-16, respectively. 

Table 3.3. ID/IG ratio, and FWHM of the D-band of the carbon materials obtained by Raman 
spectroscopy. 

 STC-1 STC-2 STC-4 STC-8 STC-16 

 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.3 

FWHM of D band (cm-1) 196 195 184 179 157 
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3.28b) - a typical characteristic of double-layer capacitor behavior. However, all 

these CV curves exhibit small peaks at a cell voltage of ~0.6 V (Figure 3.30a), which 

can be attributed to the decoordination of ions when entering micropores during 

charging/discharging as it will be further discussed in the following section. Even 

more pronounced peaks start to emerge at higher cell voltages. At a low specific 

current of 0.2 A g-1, the specific capacitance of microporous STC-1 reaches 49 F g-1 

as determined by the GCPL measurements (Figure 3.30b-c). With the increase of 

the ZnCl2, the specific capacitance shows a drastic rise to 149 F g-1 (STC-2) which 

then levels off to 178 F g-1 (STC-16, Figure 3.30b-c), in spite of the further significant 

increase of the SSAs (Figure 3.24g). This results in an increase of the specific 

capacitance normalized by BET SSA from 4.3 μF cm-2 (STC-1) to 10.4 μF cm-2 (STC-2), 

followed by an apparent drop to 8.9 μF cm-2 (STC-4) and ~7.5 μF cm-2 (STC-8 and 

STC-16, Figure 3.30c). The rather low normalized specific capacitance at 0.2 A g-1 of 

STC-1 is ascribed to the restricted accessibility of the electrode surface within the 

purely microporous structure, with a large portion of the carbon surface being not 

accessible even during a slow, quasi-equilibrium charging/discharging process. The 

inferior pore accessibility of STC-1 is also revealed by the clear deviation of the 

Nyquist plot in the low frequency range (Figure 3.28a).143 The drastic rise of 

normalized specific capacitance from STC-1 to STC-2 is caused by the introduction 

of mesopores, which renders the whole carbon surface available to ions at a low 

charging/discharging rate. Due to its enlarged SSA and mesopore volume, STC-2 

reaches a relatively high specific capacitance of 149 F g-1. It is worth mentioning that 

further increase of the SSA only gives rise to the slight improvement of specific 

capacitance, leading to the decline of normalized specific capacitance to 

approximate 7.5 μF cm-2 for STC-8 and STC-16 (Figure 3.30c). This is consistent with 

the rather general observation that more and more increase of SSAs above 1500 m2 

g-1 has only small impact on the specific capacitance, and the pore size distribution 

becomes crucial.53, 144 This is also supported by analysis of a CO2-activated STC-16 
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(Ac-STC-16) which “only” reaches 154 F g-1 (Figure 3.31) despite its ultrahigh SSA of 

2833 m2 g-1 with the similar pore structure of STC-16 (Figure 3.32). On base of the 

normalized specific capacitance of 5.4 μF cm-2, this material provides an even lower 

specific capacitance compared with that of STC-16 (Figure 3.31b-c).132  

 
Figure 3.28. (a) Nyquist plots of the EDLC with STCs as electrodes in EMImBF4 electrolyte. (b) 
Charge/discharge profiles at 0.2 and 5 A g-1.  
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Figure 3.29. EDLC performance of the synthesized STCs and NDSTCs tested in EMImBF4 ionic 
liquid using a two-electrode configuration: Cyclic voltammograms at different scan rates of (a-
e) STCs and (f-j) NDSTCs. (k-o) Comparison of charge/discharge profiles at different specific 
currents between STCs and their corresponding NDSTCs and (p-t) Nyquist plots of STCs and 
their corresponding NDSTCs. 
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Figure 3.30. EDLC performance of STCs tested in EMImBF4 ionic liquid using a two-electrode 
configuration: (a) Cyclic voltammograms at 2 mV s-1, (b) capacitance retention with specific 
current increase, and (c) influence of the amount of ZnCl2 on the specific capacitance at 0.2 
A g-1, capacitance retention at 5 A g-1, and specific capacitance normalized by the BET SSAs 
of the obtained STCs. 

 
Figure 3.31. EDLC performance comparison of STC-16 and Ac-STC-16 tested in EMImBF4 ionic 
liquid using a two-electrode configuration: (a) Cyclic voltammograms at different scan rates, (b) 
charge/discharge profiles at different specific currents, (c) capacitance retention with specific 
current increase, and (d) Nyquist plots. 

The rate capabilities show a clear improvement from STC-1 to STC-8 with the higher 

amounts of the mesopores, which is seen by the smaller voltage drop (Figure 3.28b) 

and higher capacitance retention (Figure 3.30b-c). Typically, in the case of STC-1, 

STC-2, and STC-4, only part of the surface in the micropores is used by ions at a high 

charging/discharging rate because of the poor ion dynamics. This can be addressed 

by the substantial development of mesopores (introduced by increasing amounts 
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loading (at similar thickness) of the electrodes with the microporous carbons could 

also contribute their worse rate capability by decreasing migration dynamics of 

charge carriers, especially at very high current density. On the other hand, STC-8 

and STC-16 exhibit similar rate capabilities with polarization induced voltage drops 

of 0.34 V and 0.37 V, and capacitance retentions of 87% and 89%, respectively, at a 

specific current of 5 A g-1, despite their apparent different content of mesopores 

(Figure 3.24h). This is in accordance with the Nyquist plots of the STCs (Figure 

3.28a), where the length of the 45° sloped curve (known as the Warburg portion in 

the middle-frequency region, related to the transport of electrolyte ions into the 

carbon pores) shows an apparent reduction from 10.9 Ω for STC-1 to 4.9 Ω for STC-

8, while constancy of this value (~4.9 Ω) is observed for STC-8 and STC-16. This 

suggests that the further shortening of transport length in the micropores in STC-8 

has little influence on the rate capability. It makes also no sense to add more 

mesopores as this will harm the volumetric efficiency.28 To identify the rate 

determining process, the EDLC performance is tested with Ac-STC-16 as an 

“activated” electrode material where the micropore sizes are slightly enlarged with 

broader distribution (Figure 3.32), so that the ion transport dynamics at the 

junctions of mesopores and micropores are expected to be improved. However, 

the rate capability is almost impervious to the enlargement of micropores, as 

revealed by the similar voltage drop (1.1 V and 1.0 V), and capacitance retention (79% 

and 81%) of STC-16 and Ac-STC-16 at 10 A g-1, as well as their similar Nyquist plots 

(Figure 3.31b-d). The slightly lower capacitance retention of STC-16 is attributed to 

the absent peak at ~0.6 V at the high charging/discharging rate (Figure 3.29e). 

Besides, in the previous section 3.1, the hierarchical porous carbon with ordered 

mesopores (OM-HSTC_2_2.05) shows outstanding rate capability (0.64 V voltage 

drop and 88% capacitance retention at 10 A g-1), compared with that of the STCs 

with disordered and relatively narrow mesopores. Therefore, it is concluded that 

the limiting factor of the ion dynamics inside the mesopores comes into play when 
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the ratio of mesopores to micropores surpasses 3:1 in pore volume (STC-8). 

Moreover, after activation, the peak at the cell voltage of ~0.6 V disappears in the 

CV curves of Ac-STC-16 (Figure 3.31a), which indicates that the presence or absence 

of such a peak is related to the size distribution of the micropores.  

 
Figure 3.32. (a) N2 physisorption (at -196 °C) isotherms with corresponding (b) differential and 
(c) cumulative QSDFT PSDs of the STCs and Ac-STCs. 

Similar to STCs, the nitrogen-doped NDSTCs exhibit an ideal double-layer 

capacitance behavior, as indicated by the regular shape of the CV curves (Figure 

3.33a and Figure 3.29f-j), the symmetrical triangle shapes with some small voltage 

drops of GCPL curves (Figure 3.29k-o), as well as the nearly vertical Nyquist plots in 

the low-frequency region (Figure 3.29p-t, except NDSTC-1 because of its partially 

inaccessible micropores). Compared with the CV curves of the STCs (Figure 3.30a 

and Figure 3.29a-e), the peaks at the cell voltage of ~0.6 V disappear in those of the 
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current of 0.2 A g-1 when all the surface is accessible, except in case of NDSTC-1 

(Figure 3.33b-c). The absence of the peak at ~0.6 V might contribute to the lower 
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capacitance at all. In order to rule out the presence of redox peaks which are 

invisible in two-electrode configuration, the CV curve of NDSTC-16 is also measured 

by a three-electrode configuration (Figure 3.34). The CV curve shows a nearly 

rectangular shape without redox peaks, in good accordance with the two-

electrode configuration. Therefore, it is deduced that the results tested by two-

electrode configurations are representative for the electrochemical properties 

under real potential control. Moreover, it also proves that the nitrogen/oxygen 
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containing functional groups and the trace amounts of Zn induce no redox peaks in 

the CV curve. To further eliminate the possibility of Zn causing redox peaks in the 

CV curves, EDLCs in aqueous electrolytes were tested. All the CV curves of STC-1, 

NDSTC-1, STC-16, and NDSTC-16 (Figure 3.35) in the 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte 

show perfect rectangular shapes without the presence of any redox peaks within 

the investigated potential range. 

 
Figure 3.33. EDLC performance of NDSTCs tested in EMImBF4 ionic liquid using a two-electrode 
configuration: (a) Cyclic voltammograms at 2 mV s-1, (b) capacitance retention with specific 
current increase, and (c) influence of nitrogen doping on specific capacitance at 0.2 A g-1 and 
capacitance retention at 5 A g-1 compared with the corresponding STCs. 
 

 

Figure 3.34. Cyclic voltammetry curves of NDSTC-16 at 2 mV s-1 tested in EMImBF4 ionic liquid 
using a three-electrode configuration. 
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Figure 3.35. Cyclic voltammetry curves of STC-1, NDSTC-1, STC-16, and NDSTC-16 at 2 mV s-1 tested 
in 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution using a two-electrode configuration. 

Opposite to pure capacitance, a remarkable influence of nitrogen doping on the 

EDLC performance can be attributed to the improvement of wettability due to 

specific interactions between IL ions and doped sites in the carbon pore walls, 

which substantially promotes the ion dynamics inside micropores. This gives the 

explanation of the 16% capacitance enhancement of STC-1 after nitrogen doping 

(Figure 3.33c). As discussed above, the capacitance of STC-1 at the quasi-equilibrium 

state is mainly hindered by the poor accessibility of its micropores thus leading to 

the higher capacitance of NDSTC-1 (Figure 3.33c) and Ac-STC-1 (Figure 3.36). The 

better EDLC performance of NDSTC-1 also indicates the success of doping nitrogen 

in micropores, consistent with the elemental analysis (Table 3.2). On the contrary, 

the capacitance of other STCs is not limited by the ion dynamics inside micropores 

in the quasi-equilibrium state and thus little influence of the specific capacitance by 

the nitrogen doping is observed (Figure 3.33c). This mechanism also explains the 

decreasing influence of nitrogen doping on the rate capabilities with the increase 

of the ZnCl2 (Figure 3.33c). 
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Figure 3.36. EDLC performance comparison of STC-1 and Ac-STC-1 tested in EMImBF4 ionic liquid 
electrolyte using a two-electrode configuration: (a) Cyclic voltammograms at different scan 
rates, (b) charge/discharge profiles at different specific currents, (c) capacitance retention with 
specific current increase, and (d) Nyquist plots. 
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and interrupted by cycling at 1 A g−1 after every 10 h. This approach provides a more 

strict condition than voltage cycling, which means an EDLC cell is more likely to 

undergo failure during floating test. And it is the more realistic representation of 

the life of a supercapacitor. A high electrochemical stability of STC-16 is revealed by 

the desirable capacitance retention of more than 92% (significantly above the 

industry-relevant level of 80%145) and the almost unchanged GCPL curves (Figure 

3.37a). In addition, after cycling at a high charging/discharging rate at 10 A g-1 for 

10,000 cycles, capacitance retention over 90% is obtained, indicating its admirable 

cycling stability at such a high rate. The Ragone plot (Figure 3.37b) of EDLCs using 

STC-16 as electrodes with a mass loading of 4.8 mg cm-2 shows that the symmetric 

cells provide the maximum specific energy of 76 Wh kg-1 (32 Wh L-1) at a specific 

power of 0.2 kW kg-1 (0.09 kW L-1), with a slight drop to 72 Wh kg-1 (31 Wh L-1) at 

1 kW kg-1 (0.43 kW L-1), and still maintains 39 Wh kg-1 (17 Wh L-1) at a specific power 

of 9 kW kg-1 (3.9 kW L-1). The specific energy is indeed one order of magnitude 

higher than that of commercial EDLCs, without losing the excellent power 

capability. This outstanding property is attributed to the optimized pore 

architecture with all micro- and mesopores, plus the access of a new mode of 

charge storage, in the volume of the IL rather than only surface double layer 

compression as it will be discussed below. Moreover, the correlation of micropores 

and mesopores to the EDLC performance is also revealed in Ragone plots (Figure 

3.37b). The purely microporous STC-1 shows the worst performance due to the poor 

micropore accessibility for electrolyte ions. With the introduction and increase of 

mesopores, STC-2 and STC-8 exhibit an apparent trend of improvement in both 

specific power and energy. On the other hand, the performance (especially the 

power density) of the STC-8, STC-16, and NDSTC-16 is similar to each other, further 

strengthening the finding that mesopore content or doping with nitrogen have 

little influence when the ratio of mesopore to micropore surpasses a threshold 

value of 3:1 in pore volume as mentioned above. 
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Figure 3.37. (a) Floating stability of STC-16 at a specific current of 1 A g-1 for 100 h floating at 3.5 V. 
The inset shows the charge/discharge profiles every 20 h. (b) Ragone plots of EDLCs using STC-
1, STC-2, STC-8, STC-16 and NDSTC-16 as electrodes. 

3.2.3. Influnece of pore structure and heteroatom doping on the energy storage 

mechanism of IL-based EDLCs  

Base on the above results, a model (Scheme 3.4) is proposed to explain how the 

pore structure and surface chemistry affect the ion migration as well as the 

structural rearrangements in the bulk electrolyte, thus contributing to the EDLC 
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3.36) exhibit a noticeable enhancement in both specific capacitance and rate 
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becomes the limiting factor, leading to the drastic drop of capacitance (Figure 

3.30b). Thus, larger amount of mesopores (STC-8 and STC-16) and nitrogen doping 

(NDSTC-2 and NDSTC-4) are needed here (Scheme 3.4, second line), resulting in the 

increase of accessible surface areas and higher capacitance at this rate. 

Nevertheless, at the ultrahigh charging/discharging rate of 10 A g-1 even STC-8 and 

STC-16 with the highest amount of mesopores exhibit a notable capacitance drop 

(Figure 3.30b). The rate limiting factor switches from ion dynamics inside 

micropores to ion transport inside mesopores, as the depth of micropores is 

already short enough for ions to enter practically instantaneously (Scheme 3.4, 

third line). The general limitation for ion transport in presence of large mesopore 

ratio seems to relate to the viscosity of the electrolyte. As a consequence, it makes 

no difference to further increase the volume of the mesopores (STC-16 and Ac-STC-

16), or dope with nitrogen to reduce the ion migration resistance inside the 

micropores (NDSTC-8 and NDSTC-16).  

 
Scheme 3.4. Influence of different pore structures and nitrogen doping on the ion migration 
process at different charging/discharging rates. 

The origin of the peaks in the CVs of the STCs at a cell voltage of ~0.6 V remains an 

open question. Interestingly, the micropore sizes in the materials are close to the 

size of EMIm+. The fact that such peaks are also visible in purely microporous STC-1 
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and that their area increases at higher micropore accessibility indicates that the 

process that is responsible for their appearance is taking place in the micropores 

rather than in mesopores. To my opinion, the origin of the peak is likely due to the 

decoordination of IL ions (a single ion loses all its neighboring Coulombs) when 

entering narrow micropores with the size of the ions. This process is fully reversible 

as revealed by the small peak at the same cell voltage of ~0.6 V during discharging 

in the CV curves (Figure 3.30a) and the superior stability (Figure 3.37a). It can thus 

be concluded that decoordination of single IL units and their placement in 

appropriately sized micropores contributes to the actual energy storage 

mechanism in EDLCs with IL electrolytes, which is also in agreement with some 

literature.128-129 In the case of the NDSTCs with the same micropore size, the ion-

pore wall interactions are stronger caused by the (weakly) nitrogen-doped polar 

surface.113 In this case, the micropores in NDSTCs are already wetted by IL ions at 

zero potential (which is not the case in STCs), and thus a narrow peak due to 

entering of single IL units in the micropores of STCs is not observed.  

In addition to the (later vanishing) peaks at ~0.6 V during charging and discharging, 

the overall charge density is simply too high for ordinary double layers, plus there 

is another pronounced peak at very high voltage in the CVs of all mesopore-

containing materials discussed here not related to material degradation (Figure 

3.30). Basically, a cell voltage of 3.5 V and specific capacitance up to 178 F g-1 relates 

to a stored charge of 623 C g-1. This is remarkable considering the huge size of the 

ions of IL electrolytes. It is illustrative to calculate the surface area occupied by one 

charge. Taking STC-16 as an example, the large EMIm+ ions (0.76 × 0.43 nm) must 

be attributed to a calculated surface area per ion of 0.6 nm2 which is already very 

close to the molecular dimensions of these ions, implying a close to dense layer of 

cations on the carbon surface. In STC-2 with a lower mesopore ratio, EMIm+ ions 

are formally even attributed to a calculated area of only 0.44 nm2. Such a high 

double-layer compression appears to be unrealistic for large IL ions in absence of 
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solvent molecules. In contrast to aqueous and organic electrolytes, the density of 

cations and anions in ionic liquids should stay close to the bulk value, i.e. the energy 

is essentially not stored in ion compression, but rather in ion ordering 

rearrangement towards Coulombic higher voltage situations, which obviously can 

propagate about nanometers into the bulk. 

There is no doubt about the contribution of double-layer formation on carbon 

surfaces to the energy storage in IL electrolytes in general, but from the results it is 

concluded the absence of double-layer compression as present in aqueous and 

organic electrolytes (Scheme 3.5 top), as it has already been shown.57, 127 Instead, 

there seems to be a strong contribution of structural changes in the bulk phase of 

the ILs to the energy storage mechanism in EDLCs. 

This indeed would request a paradigm change of energy storage, as then the 

majority of energy is not stored in micropores (and cannot be related to a high 

specific surface area), but rather in appropriately designed mesopores which 

enable high energy Coulombic rearrangements of the IL in the bulk. In these 

mesopores, the structural changes of IL ions can be assigned to disorder-order 

transitions in the bulk of the electrolyte (Scheme 3.5 bottom). It has been shown 

that the present family of bulk IL are actually liquid crystals and the peak could, for 

instance, originate from the formation and disappearance of differently 

organization schemes of the bulk IL in mesopores.146 According to this view, such 

contributions cannot be observed in microporous STC-1 and NDSTC-1, and their 

intensity increases with larger mesopore contribution in the carbon materials. The 

process is fully reversible as indicated by the high stability of the devices and the 

nearly perfect symmetrical charge-discharge curves at low current densities.  
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Scheme 3.5. Schematic of the (negative) electrode-electrolyte interface in EDLCs working with 
solvent-based (top) and IL (bottom) electrolytes. 

In principle, any form of chemical energy can be directly translated into a voltage 

signal, if that the event occurring in the material is coupled to a charge flow in the 

collector electrodes, and vice versa. For all chemical events, a voltage signal can be 

calculated using the Nernst equation, as long as the chemical effect creates a 

charge flow in the electrochemical device. In this regard, the small peak at ~0.6 V in 

the CV curves of STCs would translate to ~ 60 kJ mol-1 which is in the range of strong 

inter-molecular forces such as hydrogen-bonds or Coulomb dissociation. This 

further justifies the rationality of the deduction that the small peak is originated 

from the decoordination of IL ions. Even more importantly, the higher voltage of 

over 3 V, where a pronounced peak takes place in the CV curves, would translate to 

a very high enthalpy of above 300 kJ mol-1 which is higher than that of covalent 

bonds, but in the range of the melting of salts and other collective properties and 

structural transitions involving serious changes in the ion coordination numbers. 

This makes it clear that such transitions must be related to collective properties and 
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in structural transitions in the bulk of the IL, in accordance with the proposed 

“ordering transition theory” (Scheme 3.5). 

The present data is regarded as an experimental prove that the energy storage 

mechanism in such IL-based EDLCs significantly deviates from the traditional theory 

of double-layer compression as present in aqueous and organic electrolytes, and 

that there is a notable contribution of ion ordering transitions in the bulk of the ILs 

to the energy storage mechanism in IL-based EDLCs. 

In summary, a series of hierarchical porous carbon with different amounts of well-

defined micropores and mesopores was synthesized. EDLC based on STC 

electrodes achieves high specific capacitance of 178 F g-1 at 0.2 A g-1 and excellent 

rate capability (140 F g-1 at 10 A g-1) combined with an admirable stability, in the ionic 

liquid electrolyte with the voltage window of 0-3.5 V. Accordingly, it delivers the 

maximum specific energy of 76 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 0.2 kW kg-1, and still 

maintains 39 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 9 kW kg-1. The specific energy is indeed 

one order of magnitude higher than that of commercial EDLCs, without losing the 

excellent power capability. In terms of ion dynamics, a model was proposed, where 

the increasing amount of mesopores and nitrogen doping can promote the EDLC 

performance only when the ion dynamics inside micropores areas are the rate-

limiting factor. Ion dynamics inside mesopores commence to limit the EDLC 

performance at ultrahigh rates when the ratio of mesopores to micropores 

surpasses 3:1 in volume. Above this ratio, increase of mesopores or nitrogen doping 

have little influence. A small peak in the CV curves of the STCs was observed, and is 

ascribed to the decoordination of IL ions when filling the narrow micropores during 

the charging/discharging process. More importantly, there is a significant 

contribution to energy storage due to the ion ordering transitions of the IL 

electrolytes inside carbon mesopores.  
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4. Nitrogen-rich Porous Carbons for Sodium-ion Capacitors 

As mentioned in section 2.3, to improve the energy density of supercapacitors, 

another static is the development of NICs, where the biggest obstacle lies in the 

kinetic imbalance between the cathode and anode. To develop faradic 

carbonaceous anodes with sufficient dynamics to match the non-faradic cathode, 

great efforts have been devoted to tailoring the atomic construction and porosity 

of carbons91-93 which can contribute to sodium storage and promote rapid ion 

transport. Another promising approach is the introduction of heteroatoms, 

especially nitrogen, to provide additional charge storage capacity through 

reversible binding of sodium to the nitrogen-based functional groups.81 The 

nitrogen content in these nitrogen-doped carbons is normally limited 147-150 but 

higher nitrogen content could further enhance the sodium storage capacity as, for 

example, carbon nitride has proved its extraordinary lithium capacity (933 mAh g-

1).51 Although this combination of high heteroatom content and one-dimensional 

nanostructure is quite promising for NIC anodes, the synthetic approaches for such 

materials are still limited. 

In addition to the development of advanced materials for NIC anodes, the 

mechanism of sodium storage in carbon materials is still not completely understood. 

The main contributions for storage capacity originate from the underpotential 

deposition on the high energy adsorption sites on the carbon electrode surface 

This chapter is adapted from yet unpublished results: 

[1] Yan, R.; Josef, E.; Huang, H.; Leus, K.; Niederberger, M.; Antonietti, M.; Oschatz, M. 
Understanding the charge storage mechanism to achieve high capacity and fast ion storage 
in sodium-ion capacitor anodes by using electrospun nitrogen-doped carbon fibers. 
Manuscript submitted, John Wiley & Sons, February 2019. 

[2] Yan, R.; Leus, K.; Antonietti, M.; Oschatz, M. Nitrogen-rich carbon nanoparticles 
embedded in conductive mesoporous carbon matrix as anode materials for sodium-ion 
capacitors with high rate capability. Manuscript in preparation, February 2019. 
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such as defective sites and functional groups as well as from the intercalation into 

the stacked graphene layers of the carbons. Although still debated, most studies 

indicate that the slope region at higher voltage during discharge corresponds to 

adsorption of sodium ions while the capacity in the low voltage range corresponds 

to intercalation.35, 94-98 For sure, there is still a lack of systematic studies and 

comprehensive interpretation of the mechanism of sodium storage in carbon (and 

especially in nitrogen-doped carbon) materials. Beyond these questions related to 

the fundamental storage mechanism, there remains also a lack of profound 

understanding about the influence of electrode properties such as heteroatom 

content, nanostructure/porosity of the electrode, electrical conductivity, and 

degree of graphitization on the capacity and rate capability of NICs. Illuminating 

these structure-performance relationships requires systematic studies.  

Thus, to fulfill the admirable rate capability with high capacity for NIC anodes, this 

chapter is mainly devoted to fabricating nitrogen-rich porous carbon materials with 

desirable conductivity for fast electron transport and elaborate nanoarchitectures 

for rapid ion transport. More importantly, the mechanism of sodium storage in 

nitrogen-doped carbons is investigated, which is expected to act as theoretical 

basis to guide the future optimal design of the anode materials for NICs in the 

perspective of material components and architectures. 

4.1. Understanding the charge storage mechanism to achieve high capacity and 

fast ion storage in sodium-ion capacitor anodes by using electrospun 

nitrogen-doped carbon fibers 

Electrospun carbon fibers have received particular attention due to their potential 

scalability and enhanced electrochemical performance as NIC anodes.151-152 The 

latter is mainly due to their one-dimensional nanostructure with abundant 

interconnections between the fibers which facilitates electrical conductivity and 

ion transport, pushing forward the capacity beyond 300 mA h g-1.148, 151 In this 
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section, hexaazatriphenylene-hexacarbonitrile (HAT-CN) with high nitrogen 

content and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as precursors are used to electrospin a free-

standing carbon fibers composite (nitrogen-doped carbon and partially graphitic 

carbon) film with high nitrogen contents. The free-standing carbon fibers present 

remarkable performance as anodes for NICs. Furthermore, the mechanism of 

sodium storage in this material is illuminated by adjusting the ratio of nitrogen-

doped carbon and graphitic carbon domains through different condensation 

temperatures. A NIC full cell with HAT-CNF as the anode and highly porous salt-

templated carbon (STC) is then set-up to quantify the behavior of the two storage 

materials. The whole data analysis is focused on mechanistic findings in terms of 

the sodium storage contributions to capacity as well as the importance of the one-

dimensional nanostructure and the electrical conductivity for rate capability. 

4.1.1. Synthesis and characterization of nitrogen-doped carbon fibers 

A series of nitrogen-doped carbon fibers (denoted as HAT-CNFs) with different 

nitrogen content are prepared by electrospinning employing HAT-CN mixed with 

the matrix polymer PVP as the precursors. Thermal condensation of this mixture 

results in a large volume of structural microporosity and high pyrazinic nitrogen 

content introduced by the molecular structure of HAT, while PVP is employed as a 

processing aid for electrospinning. HAT-CN is synthesized according to a previously 

described procedure153-155 and dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) together 

with PVP. The precursor solution was electrospun into a fiber matrix composed of 

PVP and HAT-CN (Scheme 4.1). The HAT-CNF-700, HAT-CNF-850, and HAT-CNF-1000 

are obtained by condensation of the precursor fibers under N2 atmosphere for 1 h 

at 700, 850, and 1000 °C, respectively. Thermal decomposition of PVP and 

condensation of HAT-CN lead to gas evolution and to the generation of roughness 

on the surface of the fibers (Scheme 4.1). TGA under N2 (Figure 4.1) indicates that 

the residual mass of the fiber precursors is significantly higher than that of the pure 

HAT-CN, suggesting that HAT-CNFs contain excess carbon (likely also slightly 
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nitrogen-doped) derived from PVP in addition to the very nitrogen-rich product of 

HAT-CN condensation. This explains the lower nitrogen content of HAT-CNFs 

compared with that of the carbon derived from pure HAT-CN (HAT-850) at the same 

calcination temperature (Table 4.1). Elemental analysis shows that the nitrogen 

contents of HAT-CNF-700, HAT-CNF-850, HAT-CNF-1000 still reaches values as high 

as 15 wt%, 10 wt%, and 5 wt%, respectively (Table 4.1). Thus, from the molecular point 

of view, HAT-CNFs can be described as nitrogen-doped carbon materials, in which 

the nitrogen-doped sites can possibly act as the active sites to adsorb sodium ions 

for the improved capacity, while the additional carbon (mostly derived from PVP) 

enhances the electrical conductivity.   

 
Scheme 4.1. Preparation of the porous HAT-CNF by electrospinning and subsequent 
condensation. . 

 
Figure 4.1. TGA curves of HAT-CN and electrospun HAT-CN/PVP under N2. 
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The carbonized fibers have a high aspect ratio and are continuous with a narrow 

diameter distribution as shown in the SEM images (Figure 4.2a-c). The diameter of 

the fibers decreases with the increase of the condensation temperature to ~1000 

nm, 800 nm, and 400 nm for HAT-CNF-700, HAT-CNF-850, and HAT-CNF-1000, 

respectively (Figure 4.2d-e), i.e. the mass loss and the density increase are taken up 

by lateral shrinking. Regardless of the condensation temperature, the carbon fibers 

exhibit an intact one-dimensional nanostructure with abundant surface defects. 

This wire-like morphology is useful to provide low electric resistance, while the 

interstitial mesh openings enable enhanced ion transport inside the materials at the 

same time. The scanning electron microscopy energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(SEM-EDX) mapping images (insets in Figure 4.2a-c) reveal the uniform distribution 

of C and N within the fibrous framework. In agreement with the results from 

elemental analysis, the increase of calcination temperature results in a gradual 

decrease of nitrogen content (Table 4.1).  

Table 4.1. Specific surface area (SSA), total pore volume (Vt), and nitrogen content of the 
carbon materials determined by elemental analysis and SEM-EDX of the HAT-CNF materials 
prepared at different temperatures and the non-spun HAT-850 reference sample. 

Sample name 
SSA 

( ) 
Vt  

( ) 

Nitrogen 
content 
(EA wt%) 

Nitrogen 
content 

(EDX wt%) 

HAT-CNF-700 308 0.12 15 19 

HAT-CNF-850 337 0.18 10 13 

HAT-CNF-1000 644 0.27 5 6 

HAT-850 642 0.28 17 20 
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Figure 4.2. SEM images and EDX mapping (C and N) of (a) HAT-CNF-700, (b) HAT-CNF-850, and 
(c) HAT-CNF-1000. SEM images of (d) HAT-CNF-700, (e) HAT-CNF-850, and (f) HAT-CNF-1000 at 
higher magnification. (g) N2 physisorption isotherms (at -196 °C) with corresponding (h) 
differential pore size distribution of the HAT-CNFs. (i) XRD patterns of HAT-CNFs.  

N2 physisorption experiments at -196 °C are carried out to analyze the pore 

structure (Figure 4.2g, and Table 4.1). All the samples show type I(b) isotherms 

indicating the presence of a small amount of narrow mesopores in addition to the 

abundant structural micropores.156 The SSA and the PSD are analyzed by employing 

the QSDFT for N2 adsorbed on carbon with slit/cylindrical pore shape.157 HAT-CNF-

700 shows a moderate DFT SSA of 308 m2 g-1. With the increase of the temperature, 

the SSAs gradually increase to 337 m2 g-1 and 644 m2 g-1 for HAT-CNF-850 and HAT-

CNF-1000, respectively (Table 4.1). The total pore volume exhibits the same trend, 

rising from 0.12 cm3 g-1 for HAT-CNF-700, to 0.18 cm3 g-1 for HAT-CNF-850, followed 

by 0.27 cm3 g-1 for HAT-CNF-1000. All those values are to be considered as low, not 

geometrically interrupting the electron conductivity in those materials. The PSDs 

also confirm their mainly microporous structure and small volumes of narrow 

mesopores of ~3 nm in diameter (Figure 4.2h). XRD results (Figure 4.2i) of all the 

samples showed only broad (002) and (101) carbon peaks at ~26° and ~44° 2Theta, 

verifying their mainly weakly ordered structure as it is typical for porous carbon 
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materials.158 An increase of the condensation temperature results in more 

pronounced peaks with higher intensity, indicating the higher extend of graphitic 

stacking. It is also worth noting that the (002) carbon peak is shifted to slightly 

lower angles with temperature increase (~26°, 25°, and 24° for HAT-CNF-700, -850, 

and -1000, respectively), implying that the high temperature leads to expanded 

layer distance in the graphitic carbons, which should facilitate sodium intercalation. 

4.1.2. Performance as anodes for NIC and mechanism for sodium storage 

HAT-CNFs are used as working electrodes for half-cell measurements in Swagelok-

type test cells. Sodium foil and 1 M NaClO4 in ethylene carbonate/propylene 

carbonate/fluoroethylene carbonate (45:45:10 by mass) are employed as the 

counter/reference electrode and electrolyte, respectively. The electrochemical 

performance of HAT-CNFs is first evaluated by GCPL process from 0.1 to 10 A g-1 

between 0 and 2.5 V vs. Na/Na+. At the low specific current of 0.1 A g-1, the initial 

discharge capacity of HAT-CNF-700, -850, and -1000 is 875, 828, and 409 mAh g-1, 

while the corresponding initial charge capacity decreases to 424, 381, and 218 mAh 

g-1 (Figure 4.3a-c), resulting from the typical irreversible processes in the initial 

cycles due to the formation of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) as well as the 

possible irreversible trapping and consumption of sodium.84, 159   
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Figure 4.3. Half-cell tests of HAT-CNFs. Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of the first cycles 
of (a) HAT-CNF-700, (b) HAT-CNF-850, and (c) HAT-CNF-1000. (d) Cyclic voltammetry curves of 
HAT-CNFs scanned at the rate of 0.1 mV s-1.  

In the subsequent cycles, all the discharging curves show a very sharp slope region 

in the high underpotential range of 1.2-2.5 V, which likely corresponds to binding of 

sodium on specific well-stabilized sites on the porous and defect-rich HAT-CNF 

surface. When the potential decreases to 0.3-1.2 V, the slope of the curve decreases, 

and the capacity in this region depends about linear on the nitrogen content (420, 

298, and 146 mAh g-1 for the 15 wt%, 10 wt%, and 5 wt% nitrogen content, respectively, 

as revealed by the intercept of the green dashed line with the capacity axis in Figure 

4.3a-c). The capacity in this range can be attributed to the reversible binding of 

sodium species on nitrogen-containing sites, which mainly originates from the 

nitrogen-doped carbon components in the fiber composite. The introduction of 

nitrogen-containing sites seem to significantly increase the ability for 

underpotential deposition or intercalation of sodium atoms onto special, highly 

ligating sites in the porous doped carbon. An underpotential of 1 V therein 
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corresponds to an adsorption enthalpy of 100 kJ mol-1. This roughly corresponds to 

the enthalpy of evaporation of metallic sodium, i.e. the sodium interacts with these 

positions at least as strong as with its own counterparts. Similar effects are widely 

known from the field of gas adsorption where carbons with high heteroatom 

content show zeolite-like properties and rather strong adsorption enthalpies to 

polar molecules, which is here expressed in an electrochemical underpotential 

(according to the Nernst equation).155, 160-161 As zeolites are known for their strong 

interaction with alkali metal ions, it is not surprising that highly polar HAT-CNFs 

show high adsorption capacity for sodium. For instance, the adsorption capacity of 

420 mAh g-1 for HAT-CNF-700 would translate to a sodium adsorption capacity of 

15.7 mmolNa g-1 - a value that nicely compares to the water adsorption capacity of 

such materials.155, 162 Assuming an overall stoichiometry of HAT-CNF-700 of C0.87N0.13 

(based on the elemental analysis data), the nitrogen content of ~10.6 mmolN g-1 is 

apparently closely related to the sodium storage capacity. Assuming that all the 

sloped capacity is due to binding of sodium near nitrogen, one nitrogen atom in 

HAT-CNF-550 relates to 1.5 sodium atoms. Interestingly, for HAT-CNF-850 

(C0.913N0.087) and for HAT-CNF-1000 (C0.957N0.043) these values are still very close to 

1.5, indicating that the sodium storage capacity in the slope region indeed precisely 

scales with the nitrogen content. 

On the other hand, there are distinct differences in the low potential range. Typical 

plateaus are observed in the curves of HAT-CNF-850 and HAT-CNF-1000 at 0-0.3 V, 

while the curve of HAT-CNF-700 keeps a constant slope shape in this range. This is 

consistent with the increased degree of carbon layer stacking and the expanded 

interlayer distance in the more graphitic carbons as revealed by the XRD data, 

which enables a possible intercalation of sodium ions. CV curves at the scan rate of 

0.1 mV s-1 (Figure 4.3d) further confirm this interpretation. HAT-CNF-850 and -1000 

exhibit pronounced peaks at around 0.2 V caused by the reversible 

intercalation/deintercalation of sodium ions, while the rest of the curves is rather 
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capacitive-type, representing the underpotential deposition of sodium species on 

specific binding sites. In summary, the mechanism of sodium storage in these N-rich 

HAT-CNF materials with partial graphitic stacking can be divided as follows. In the 

high and medium underpotential range, sodium is stored through deposition on 

low energy sites with high stabilization. In the low potential range, the intercalation 

of sodium ions into the carbon interlayers comes into play, which depends on the 

degree of graphitization and interlayer distance (Scheme 4.2). 

 

Scheme 4.2. Proposed mechanisms of the sodium storage in the nitrogen-doped carbon fibers. 

The reversible capacities at a specific current of 0.1 A g-1 of HAT-CNF-700, HAT-CNF-

850, and HAT-CNF-1000 determined after 40 cycles are as high as 395 mAh g-1, 361 

mAh g-1, and 209 mAh g-1, respectively (Figure 4.4d). It is also worth noting that 

despite the highest SSA, HAT-CNF-1000 provides the lowest capacity, suggesting 

that the SSA and micropore volume have less influence on the sodium storage than 

nitrogen content. 
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Figure 4.4. Half-cell tests of HAT-CNFs. Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles at different 
specific currents of (a) HAT-CNF-700, (b) HAT-CNF-850, and (c) HAT-CNF-1000. (d) Rate 
performance of HAT-CNFs at different specific currents. (e) Nyquist plot of HAT-CNFs. 

The rate capability is examined by varying the specific current in the range of 0.1 to 

10 A g-1 (Figure 4.4a-d). All the samples show the typical decay of capacity with the 

increase of current, while the rate performance is related to the condensation 

temperature. At 10 A g-1, the specific capacity of HAT-CNF-700, -850, and -1000 is 

13.6, 106, and 33.2 mAh g-1, respectively, corresponding to retention of 3.4%, 29.3%, 

and 15.9%. The inferior rate capability of HAT-CNF-700 can be ascribed to the 

comparably low electrical conductivity (Figure 4.4e). The moderate rate capability 

of HAT-CNF-1000 is likely to be attributed to the rather large contribution of 

intercalation to the sodium ion storage, which is a relatively sluggish process and 

does not significantly contribute at high rates (Figure 4.4c). Therefore, despite its 

better conductivity, the rate capability is still worse than that of the HAT-CNF-850. 

The rate capability is to be complemented by the Nyquist plots (Figure 4.4e). All the 

samples exhibit a semicircle curve in the high frequency region plus a straight line 

in the low frequency region, which is a typical impedance curve for battery 

materials. Basically, the diameter of the semicircle represents the interfacial charge 

transfer resistances, which mainly come from the electric and ionic resistances at 

the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte in a specific process. The 
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smallest semicircle for HAT-CNF-850 suggests its lowest resistance at favorable 

processes, leading to the superior rate capability. To summarize, the rate capability 

depends on the dynamics of the electron and ion transport. The HAT-CNF-700 lacks 

sufficient electrical conductivity for electron transport, while the HAT-CNF-1000 

suffers from the sluggish ion transport dynamics at high rates due to the relatively 

large portion of intercalation process.   

Among these HAT-CNFs, HAT-CNF-850 provides the best overall performance, 

exhibiting a reversible specific capacity of 361, 269, 149, and 105 mAh g-1 at 0.1, 1, 5, 

and 10 A g-1, respectively. Such a superior capacity and rate capability is attributed 

to the desirable conductivity, high nitrogen content, fibrous morphology, and high 

porosity within the fiber surface. The high nitrogen content provides abundant low 

energy sites for sodium storage, while the graphitic carbon component can 

accommodate the intercalation of sodium atoms, both giving rise to the capacity. 

In terms of rate capability, the wide pores of the fibrous structure shortens the 

transport length of sodium ions, The slow process of intercalation accounts for only 

a small part of the whole capacity due to the rather low portion of graphitic carbon 

component. These two factors plus the desirable electrical conductivity result in its 

excellent rate capability. The high cycling stability of HAT-CNF-850 is verified by 

cycling tests, which maintain over 95% of the initial capacity after 500 deep 

charging-discharging cycles at 0.5 A g-1, indicating sufficient electrochemical 

stability of the material throughout cycling (Figure 4.5). 

 
Figure 4.5. Cycling test of HAT-CNF-850 at 0.5 A g-1 for 500 cycles. 
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To investigate the influence of the fibrous structure, HAT-CN as such was directly 

carbonized at 850 °C (HAT-850) with the same procedure of HAT-CNF-850, and 

employed as electrode material for the half-cell measurements. The nitrogen 

content of HAT-850 is ~17 wt% as determined by elemental analysis (Table 4.1), thus 

slightly higher than that of the (also PVP-based) HAT-CNF-850. SEM and TEM 

images reveal a plate-like morphology of HAT-850 with a particle size of around 10 

μm, and the typical disordered microporous structure with a small contribution of 

mesopores (Figure 4.6a-b). The XRD pattern shows that its local structure is 

comparable to that of the HAT-CNF-850 (Figure 4.7a). In the N2 (-196 °C) 

physisorption experiments, HAT-850 shows a type I(a) isotherm, indicating a 

porous structure similar to the HAT-CNFs with a slightly higher DFT SSA of 642 m2 

g-1 (Figure 4.7b). The increase of the SSA is attributed to the absence of PVP. When 

employing HAT-850 as the working electrode for sodium ion storage, the initial 

specific discharge and charge capacity is 390 and 168 mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 (Figure 

4.7d), corresponding to an initial coulombic efficiency of 43%. It provides only a 

moderate reversible specific capacity of 161 mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 (Figure 4.6c and f), 

which is 50% less than HAT-CNF-850 (361 mAh g-1) in spite of the higher nitrogen 

content and higher porosity of HAT-850. Moreover, the intercalation mechanism 

that significantly contributes to the capacity of HAT-CNF-850 is absent in HAT-850, 

which is also revealed by the absence of the pronounced peaks at around 0.2 V 

(Figure 4.6d). HAT-850 also shows relatively inferior rate capability with a specific 

capacity of 86, 35, and 15 mAh g-1 at 1, 5, and 10 A g-1, respectively (Figure 4.6c and 

f). All this can be attributed to the fibrous morphology of the electrospun 

counterpart, which provides one-dimensional conduction pathways, but also lower 

lateral dimensions for ion transport perpendicular to the fiber. The superior rate 

capability of HAT-CNF-850 is also elucidated by the smaller semicircle (lower 

resistance) in the Nyquist plot (Figure 4.6e). 
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Figure 4.6. (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of HAT-850. (c) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles 
of HAT-850 at different specific currents. (d) Cyclic voltammetry curves, (e) Nyquist plot, and 
(f) rate performance of HAT-850 in comparison with those of HAT-CNF-850. 
 

 

Figure 4.7. (a) XRD patterns of HAT-850 and HAT-CNF-850. (b) N2 physisorption isotherms (at -
196 °C) with its corresponding (c) differential pore size distribution of HAT-850. (d) 
Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of the initial three cycles of HAT-850 at 0.1 A g-1. 
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To verify the practical applicability of the electrospun HAT-CNF-based electrodes, a 

prototype NIC full cell is fabricated with the HAT-CNF-850 and salt-templated 

carbon (STC-16) as the anode and cathode, respectively. STC-16 with hierarchical 

micro- mesopore architecture has recently been identified as an excellent 

supercapacitor electrode material.163 It exhibits good performance as a cathode 

material in the half-cell NICs with metallic sodium as the counter electrode. The 

reversible capacity of STC-16 reaches up to 70 mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 within the voltage 

range of 3.2 to 4.4 V (Figure 4.8a). The capacity loss in the first cycle can again be 

attributed to the irreversible side reactions between the carbon surface functional 

groups and the electrolyte at high cell voltage (4.4 V) and the related high oxidation 

potentials of + 1.5 V, creating an solid electrolyte interphase layer by reaction with 

the solvent. Both cathode and anode were activated before assembling into the full 

cell. The anode is cycled for 10 times at 0.1 A g-1, followed by discharging to 0 V to 

achieve full sodiation. Similarly, the cathode is cycled for 10 times before charging 

to 4.4 V. The HAT-CNF-850||STC16 full cell is measured with the working voltage cut 

offs between 0.5 V and 4 V to maximize the utilization of the working potential 

range of both electrodes and minimizing the risk of electrolyte decomposition or 

other oxidative side reactions. The nearly rectangular shape of CV curves up to 200 

mV s-1 (Figure 4.8b), the almost symmetric triangle shape of the GCPL curves 

(Figure 4.8c inset), as well as the practically vertical curves in the low-frequency 

region of the Nyquist plots (Figure 4.9a) indicate a capacitive-controlled behavior 

of the NIC. However, slight distortions from the perfect capacitive shape of these 

curves are likely caused by the non-capacitive intercalation of Na+ into the HAT-CNF-

850 anode. Calculated by the galvanostatic charging/discharging curves, the 

specific capacitance of the NIC full cell reaches 55.8 F g-1 at a specific current of 0.1 

A g-1, while it maintains high values of 40, 32, 20, and 15 F g-1 at 1, 2, 5, and 10 A g-1, 

respectively (Figure 4.8c). This is also confirmed by the small voltage drop of 0.54 

V even at the high specific current of 10 A g-1 (Figure 4.8c inset). The superior rate 
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capability is attributed to efficient charge carrier transfer, which is also revealed by 

the Nyquist plot (Figure 4.9a). The small intercept along the real axis (5 Ω) and the 

minor semicircle illustrate the low intrinsic resistance and high electrical 

conductivity in both cathode and anode. In the medium frequency region, the short 

Warburg lengths (the 45° sloped curve) indicate good ion transport dynamics and 

short ion transfer distance, which can be attributed to the 1D fiber structured anode. 

Accordingly, the Ragone plot (Figure 4.8d) of the NIC shows that the asymmetric 

cell with the voltage window of 0.5-4.0 V provides the maximum specific energy of 

95 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 0.19 kW kg-1, with a slight drop to 65 Wh kg-1 at 

1.8 kW kg-1, and still maintains 18 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 13 kW kg-1. The 

specific energy is indeed one order of magnitude higher than that of commercial 

EDLCs without losing the excellent power capability. The performance of HAT-CNF-

850||STC16 NIC device can be compared with some recently reported outstanding 

devices in a Ragone plot (Figure 4.8d). The metal-free electrodes and non-

optimized NIC device exhibits competitive energy/power performance comparable 

to state-of-the-art NICs, such as PI-2.5//AC(PI-5),164 Na-Ti3C2//AC,165 

TiO2@CNT@C//BAC,166 Na2Ti2O4(OH)2||RHDPC-KOH,167 and M-TiO2-RGO||PDPC.168 

The cycling stability was tested in a cycling test at a specific current of 1 A g-1. After 

1000 cycles, a specific capacitance of 34.4 F g-1 is maintained corresponding to 

capacitance retention of 89.9% (Figure 4.9b). The ~10% capacity loss might be 

related to the large voltage window that causes the degradation in the positive 

potential range.169 The Coulombic efficiency is nearly 100% throughout the cycling 

process, showing the reversibility of the NIC. Thus, this NIC set-up demonstrates a 

much higher energy density compared to commercial EDLCs, as well as comparable 

power density and cycling life, showing great potential as an alternative candidate 

for future high power electrochemical energy storage. 
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Figure 4.8. Full-cell test of the NIC with HAT-CNF-850 as anodes and STC-16 as cathodes. (a) 
Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of the initial three cycles of STC-16 at 0.1 A g-1 as the 
cathode in a half cell. (b) Cyclic voltammetry curves (0.5-4.0 V), (c) Nyquist plot, (c) capacitance 
retention with specific current increase, and (d) Ragone plots, and (f) cycling test of the NIC full 
cell. The inset in (c) represents the galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of the NIC full cell at 
0.1 A g-1 and 10 A g-1, respectively. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.10. (a) Nyquist plot, and (b) cycling test of the NIC full cell. 
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In summary, free-standing fibrous nitrogen-doped carbon materials with the 

nitrogen content of up to 15 wt% were manufactured by electrospinning of HAT-CN 

with PVP followed by thermal condensation. The binder-free HAT-CNF-850 

electrode delivered a reversible capacity of 361 mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1. A remarkable 

capacitance of 106 mAh g-1 was retained at the high specific current of 10 A g-1. The 

material also exhibited an excellent stability of 316 mAh g-1 at 0.5 A g-1 after 500 

cycles, corresponding to more than 95% of the initial capacity. The superior capacity 

and rate capability can be attributed to the high and uniform nitrogen doping 

introduced by the HAT-CN precursor, as well as the high electrical and ionic 

conductivity of the 1D interconnected fibrous structure. The abundant nitrogen-

containing groups provide active sites for sodium deposition, which takes place in 

the high and medium potential range and most significantly contributes to the high 

capacity. The more graphitic carbon domains at higher condensation temperatures 

can contribute by the intercalation of sodium in the low potential range below ~0.3 

V versus Na/Na+, a process which is highly dependent on the degree of 

graphitization and layer distance. Sodium deposition shows significantly faster 

dynamics than the intercalation process. The full cell device of NIC employing HAT-

CNF as the anode and STC-16 as the cathode provides a specific energy up to 

95 Wh kg-1, and maintains 18 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 13 kW kg-1 in the voltage 

range of 0.5-4.0 V. 
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4.2. Nitrogen-rich carbon nanoparticles embedded in conductive mesoporous 

carbon matrix as fast anodes for high-performance sodium-ion capacitors 

In the former section, it is deduced that the sodium deposition is deduced to have 

significantly faster dynamics than the intercalation process (a rather kinetically 

sluggish process). Therefore, a possible next step is to further improve the nitrogen 

content to increase the amounts of available deposition sites, while maintaining the 

high electrical conductivity and elaborate pore structure design for fast electron 

and ion transfer. Ideally, a nitrogen-doped carbon-carbon composite material 

would have a conductive carbon backbone in close proximity with a nitrogen-rich 

surrounding for sodium storage. In this way, the potential of the sodium deposition 

process can be fully exploited to ensure the high capacity and good rate capability.  

Therefore, in this section, a mesoporous carbon (ZnO templated carbon, ZTC) is 

employed as a conductive matrix to host nitrogen-rich carbon nanoparticles 

obtained by condensation of HAT-CN precursors to fabricate a composite material 

(nitrogen-rich carbon combined with the conductive carbon matrix, HAT550@ZTC). 

The composite material stands out by a high nitrogen content of up to 26 wt% 

induced by the HAT550 component, desirable conductivity due to the ZTC 

conductive matrix, and elaborate nanostructure. The HAT550@ZTC-based 

electrode shows an appreciable rate capability even at a specific current of 20 A g-

1. A full cell device of NIC employing HAT550@ZTC as the anode and STC-16 as the 

cathode provides high energy and power density as well as long cycle life.   

4.2.1. Synthesis and characterization of HAT550@ZTC 

ZTC is prepared by employing ZnO nanoparticles (20 nm) as hard templates for well-

defined mesopores (Scheme 4.3). Sucrose is dissolved in aqueous solution, where 

certain amounts of ZnO nanoparticles aree dispersed. Then the carbohydrate was 

polycondensed at 160 °C with the hard template inside. Afterwards, the mixture is 

carbonized at 950 °C under inert gas. During the calcination process, ZnO reacts 
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with carbons through carbothermal reaction carbothermal reduction according to 

the following reaction (Equation (4.1)). 

ZnO + C  Zn + CO                        (4.1) 

The pyrolysis temperature above the boiling point of zinc leads to its release 

through the gas phase. Together with the release of CO gas, it gives rise to the 

generation of micropores which are in direct connection with the mesopores. 

Therefore, the ZTC can be seen as hierarchical porous carbons with well-defined 

mesopores and large amounts of micropores. To completely remove the residue 

inorganic Zn and/or ZnO and purify the porous carbon, the product is washed with 

diluted hydrochloric acid. HAT-CN is synthesized according to a previously 

described procedure.153-155 Afterwards, HAT-CN (with the volume equivalent to the 

pore volume of ZTC) is dissolved in DMF (with the lowest amount for dissolution of 

HAT-CN) to impregnate the ZTC. After drying under vacuum, the mixture was 

calcinated at 550 °C under N2 to condense the HAT-CN (Scheme 4.3). HAT-CN itself 

is also condensed with the same condition as a reference sample (HAT550). 

Thermal condensation of HAT-CN can result in a large volume of structural 

microporosity with the BET SSA of 617 m2 g-1, and high pyrazinic content introduced 

by its molecular structure. According to the elemental analysis, the nitrogen 

content of HAT550@ZTC reaches values as high as 26 wt% (Table 4.2), lower than 

that of pure HAT550 (39 wt%) due to the nitrogen-free ZTC component. Accordingly, 

the ratio of HAT550 component in the HAT550@ZTC is calculated to be ~67%. This 

is consistent with the yield of ~50% for HAT550 derived from HAT-CN, where the 

mass ratio of HAT550 to ZTC is supposed to be 2:1 starting from the ratio of 4:1 for 

HAT-CN to ZTC. EDX-mapping further confirms the high content and homogeneous 

distribution of N in the HAT550@ZTC and HAT550 samples (Figure 4.11). Thus, from 

the molecular point of view, HAT550@ZTC can be regarded as a composite material, 

in which the nitrogen-doped sites in the nitrogen-rich carbon component (HAT550) 

can act as the active sites to adsorb sodium ions for the improved capacity, while 
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the nitrogen-free ZTC component enhances the electrical conductivity. Moreover, 

such chemical synthetic approach ensures strong bonding and close contact 

between the semiconductor HAT550 and the conductive ZTC, which promotes the 

electron transport inside the whole composite. 

 

Scheme 4.3. Preparation of the HAT550@ZTC. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.11. SEM images and EDX mapping (C and N) of (a) HAT550@ZTC, and (b) HAT550. 
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Table 4.2. BET SSA, total pore volume (Vt), and nitrogen content of the carbon materials 
determined by elemental analysis, as well as the ratio of HAT550 carbon of HAT550@ZTC and 
the reference samples of HAT550 and ZTC. 

Sample name SSA ( ) Vt ( ) 
Nitrogen 

content 
HAT550 wt% 

HAT550@ZTC 415 0.6 26 wt% 67 wt% 

HAT550 671 0.3 39 wt% 100 wt% 

ZTC 1762 2.9 / 0 

 

XRD results (Figure 4.12a) of all the samples showed only broad (002) and (101) 

carbon peaks at ~26° and ~44° 2Theta, verifying their mainly amorphous structure 

with pronounced disorder. It is worth noting that the graphitization degree of ZTC 

is the lowest as revealed by the smallest XRD peaks. Incorporating with the HAT550 

component gives rise to the drastic elevation of the XRD peaks (HAT550@ZTC), 

similar to that of the HAT550 sample, implying the successful combination of the 

HAT550 component with the matrix ZTC in the HAT550@ZTC sample. N2 

physisorption experiments at -196 °C are carried out to analyze the pore structure 

(Figure 4.12b-c, and Table 4.2). HAT550 shows the typical type I(a) isotherm 

indicating the mainly microporous structure.156 ZTC exhibits type IV(a) isotherm 

with a continuous slope above a relative pressure of 0.2, and a narrow hysteresis 

loop with near-parallel shape in the relative pressure range between 0.8 and 1.0 

(Figure 4.12b), suggesting the existence of well-defined mesopores with large 

amounts of micropores. After loading HAT550, HAT550@ZTC shows the same type 

of isotherm (Figure 4.12b) compared with the pristine ZTC, indicating the 

unchanged hierarchical pore structure. On the other hand, there appears to be an 

apparent drop of the adsorbed N2 amount, giving rise to the drastic decrease of 

SSA and total pore volume from 1762 m2 g-1 and 2.9 cm3 g-1 (HAT550@ZTC) to 415 

m2 g-1 and 0.6 cm3 g-1 (ZTC), respectively, suggesting the pore blocking from the 

HAT550 component. The PSDs are analyzed by employing the QSDFT for N2 
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adsorbed on carbon with slit/cylindrical pore shape (Figure 4.12c).157 As expected, 

HAT550 only shows the pore size in the micropore region. HAT550@ZTC and ZTC 

have both micropores and mesopores with similar diameters but different amounts, 

consistent with their isotherms. The notable content of mesopores of 

HAT550@ZTC is caused by the shrinkage of HAT-CN precursor during condensation 

(Scheme 4.3). Thus, from all these physisorption results, it is deduced that the 

HAT550 was successfully embedded in the nanopores of ZTC. 

The morphology of the prepared samples were characterized by SEM and TEM 

techniques (Figure 4.12d-l). Basically, HAT550 shows the large plate-like 

morphology with the particle size of around 10 μm (Figure 4.12g-h), and typical 

disordered microporous structure revealed by the TEM image (Figure 4.12i). In 

comparison, ZTC exhibits a more coarse morphology with abundant nanopores 

(Figure 4.12j-k), while the loose feature in the TEM image (Figure 4.12l) indicates 

the presence of large amounts of mesopores derived from the ZnO nanoparticle 

templates, in accordance with the N2 physisorption results. In the case of 

HAT550@ZTC, it shows the comparable coarse morphology with plenty of 

nanopores similar to ZTC (Figure 4.12d). But in the higher-resolution SEM image 

(Figure 4.12e), the ubiquitous HAT550 nanoparticles all over the pores of ZTC matrix 

can clearly be observed. This is further identified by the TEM image (Figure 4.12f), 

where the rather dense structure suggests that the ZTC nanopores (Figure 4.12l) 

are mostly filled by the HAT550 nanoparticles. Compared with the large plate-like 

particles of HAT550 itself (Figure 4.12g-i), the HAT550 nanoparticles in 

HAT550@ZTC are supposed to significantly promote the accessibility of the interior 

active materials to the Na+, thus improving both the capacity and rate capability. 

The formation of nanoparticles is attributed to the confinement effect of the ZTC 

nanopores. Typically, the quasi incipient wetness impregnation of ZTC with HAT-CN 

precursor and the subsequent vacuum drying ensure the encapsulation of the HAT-

CN nanoparticles inside the ZTC nanopores (Scheme 4.3). During the condensation 
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process, the HAT-CN nanoparticles are confined in these pores with little 

aggregation, turning into the HAT550 nanoparticles. Meanwhile, they undergo 

slight shrinkage and leave out some spare space in the mesopores (consistent with 

the N2 physisorption result of HAT550@ZTC), which can act as the electrolyte 

reservoir for rapid ion transport. 

 

Figure 4.12. (a) XRD patterns, and (b) N2 physisorption isotherms (at -196 °C) with 
corresponding (c) differential pore size distribution of HAT550@ZTC, HAT550, and ZTC. SEM 
and TEM images of (d-f) HAT550@ZTC, (g-i) HAT550, and (j-l) ZTC.  

4.2.2. Half-cell and full-cell test of the sodium-ion capacitor 

The prepared samples are fabricated into electrodes by adding conductive additive 

and binder for half-cell measurements in Swagelok-type test cells. Sodium foil and 
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1 M NaClO4 in ethylene carbonate/propylene carbonate/fluoroethylene carbonate 

(45:45:10 by mass) are employed as the counter/reference electrode and 

electrolyte, respectively. Their electrochemical performance is firstly evaluated by 

GCPL process from 0.1 to 20 A g-1 between 0 and 2.5 V. At the low specific current 

of 0.1 A g-1, the initial discharge capacity of HAT550@ZTC, HAT500, and ZTC reaches 

988, 500, and 2492 mAh g-1, while the corresponding initial charge capacity 

decreases to 460, 246, and 253 mAh g-1, corresponding to the moderate initial 

coulombic efficiency (CE) of 47%, 51%, and 8.6%, respectively (Figure 4.13a-c). It is 

mainly caused by the typical irreversible processes in the initial cycles due to the 

formation of a SEI as well as the possible irreversible trapping of sodium ions.84, 159 

Therefore, the highest SSA of ZTC leads to the largest amount of SEI, resulting in 

the lowest initial CE. The reversible capacities at a specific current of 0.1 A g-1 of 

HAT550@ZTC, HAT500, and ZTC determined after 40 cycles are 343 mAh g-1, 210 

mAh g-1, and 122 mAh g-1, respectively (Figure 4.14d). Apparently, despite the 

highest SSA, ZTC provides the lowest capacity, implying that the SSA has less 

influence on the sodium ion storage than nitrogen contents. Moreover, the shape 

of the CV curve of HAT550@ZTC is similar to that of the HAT550, while quite 

different from that of the ZTC (especially in the voltage range from 0.2 V to 2.0 V, 

Figure 4.13d), suggesting the different Na+ storage mechanisms of N-rich carbons 

and hard carbons. Indeed, the N-containing groups can act as the active sites for 

the reversible binding of the Na+ (chemical adsorption) for the additional capacity 

besides the defect-induced capacity in hard carbons. On the other hand, the 

capacity of HAT550 (210 mAh g-1) is much inferior to that of HAT550@ZTC (343 mAh 

g-1). And if the contribution of the ZTC capacity is further subtracted from that of 

the composite material, the capacity of pure HAT550 nanoparticles will reach up to 

453 mAh g-1, more than twice that of the pristine HAT550. This is ascribed to the 

superior accessibility of deposition sites of the HAT550 nanoparticles to sodium 

species, as compared with the pristine HAT550 where abundant active sites inside 
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the large particles tend to be unavailable even at such quasi-equilibrium state 

because of the long and non-directional transport pathways for the charge carriers.  

 
Figure 4.13. Half-cell tests of HAT550@ZTC and the reference samples. Galvanostatic charge-
discharge profiles of the first cycles of (a) HAT550@ZTC, (b) HAT550, and (c) ZTC. (d) Cyclic 
voltammetry curves scanned at the rate of 0.1 mV s-1. 

The rate capability is examined by varying the specific current in the range of 0.1 to 

20 A g-1 (Figure 4.14a-d). All the samples show a decay of capacity with the increase 

of current, but with apparently different decay degrees (Figure 4.14a-c). At 20 A g-

1, the specific capacity of HAT550@ZTC, HAT500, and ZTC is 124, 27, and 2 mAh g-1, 

respectively, corresponding to retention of 36%, 12%, and 1.6% (Figure 4.14d). The 

inferior rate capability of ZTC can be ascribed to nonpolar N-free carbon surface 

which is likely to repulse the polar Na+. Furthermore, the adsorption of Na+ by ZTC 

defects and micropores tends to be unfavorable in kinetics compared with the 

reversible binding process of sodium species with nitrogen-based functional 

groups. On the other hand, although with the same sodium storage mechanism, 

HAT550@ZTC prevails over HAT500 in terms of rate capability. This is attributed to 

two reasons. The first one is the superior electrical conductivity of the 

HAT550@ZTC sample, which is induced by the ZTC conductive matrix as well as its 
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strong binding and large contact area with the embedded semi-conductive HAT550 

nanoparticles. Moreover, the nanoparticle morphology and the electrolyte 

reservoir (spare space in the mesopores due to the shrinkage of condensation of 

HAT-CN) can greatly shorten the transport length of the sodium ions, leading to the 

appreciable dynamics for ion transport and contributing to the superb rate 

capability. These factors are further elucidated by the Nyquist plots (Figure 4.14e), 

where all the samples exhibit a semicircle curve in the high frequency region plus a 

straight line in the low frequency region, a typical impedance curve for battery 

materials. Basically, the diameter of the semicircle represents the interfacial charge 

transfer resistance, which mainly come from the electric and ionic resistances at 

the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte. The smallest semicircle for 

HAT550@ZTC reveals its lowest resistance for both electrons and ions, accounting 

for its admirable rate capability.  

 

Figure 4.14. Half-cell tests of HAT550@ZTC and the reference samples. Galvanostatic charge-
discharge profiles at different specific currents of (a) HAT550@ZTC, (b) HAT550, and (c) ZTC. 
(d) Rate performance of the prepared samples at different specific currents, and (e) Nyquist 
plot of HAT550@ZTC and HAT550. 
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capability is attributed to the high nitrogen content, nanoparticle morphology, 

admirable conductivity, and mesoporous ion reservoir. The high nitrogen content 

with small nanoparticle morphology provides abundant accessible active sites for 

sodium ion deposition, giving rise to the appreciable capacity. In terms of rate 

capability, the conductive ZTC matrix acts as the high way for electron transport, 

while the nanoparticle morphology and mesoporous ion reservoir shortens the 

transport length of sodium ions. These two factors promote the dynamics of 

electron and ion transport, and thus result in its excellent rate capability. The high 

cycling stability of is verified by the cycling test, which maintains about 90% of the 

initial capacity after 1300 deep charging-discharging cycles at 0.5 A g-1, indicating 

sufficient electrochemical stability of the nitrogen-containing groups throughout 

cycling (Figure 4.15). 

 
Figure 4.15. Cycling test of HAT550@ZTC at 0.5 A g-1 for 1300 cycles. 

To verify the practical applicability, a prototype NIC full cell is fabricated with the 

HAT550@ZTC and STC-16 as the anode and cathode, respectively. STC-16 with 

hierarchical micro- mesopore architecture exhibits good performance as the 

cathode material in the half-cell NICs with metallic sodium as the counter electrode 

(Figure 4.16). Both cathode and anode are activated before assembling into the full 

cell, with the same procedure illustrated in section 4.1. The HAT550@ZTC||STC16 

full cell is measured with the working voltage cut offs between 1.0 V and 4.0 V to 

maximize the utilization of the working potential range of both electrodes and 

minimizing the risk of electrolyte decomposition or other side reactions. The nearly 
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rectangular shape of CV curves up to 500 mV s-1 (Figure 4.17a), the almost 

symmetric triangle shape of the GCPL curves up to 10 A g-1 (Figure 4.17b), as well as 

the practically vertical curves in the low-frequency region of the Nyquist plots 

(Figure 4.18a) indicate the mainly capacitive behavior of the NIC. However, slight 

distortions from the perfect capacitive shape of these curves indicate the small 

deviation from the ideal capacitive behavior, which is likely caused by the non-

capacitive storage of sodium in the HAT550@ZTC anode. Calculated by the GCPL 

curves, the specific capacitance of the NIC full cell reaches 48.5 F g-1 at a specific 

current of 0.05 A g-1 (according to the total mass of the cathode and anode), while 

it maintains high values of 40, 30, 25, and 15 F g-1 at 1, 5, 10, and 20 A g-1, respectively 

(Figure 4.17c). This is also confirmed by the small voltage drop of 0.32 V even at the 

high specific current of 10 A g-1 (Figure 4.17b). The superior rate capability is 

attributed to efficient charge carrier transfer, which is revealed by the Nyquist plot 

(Figure 4.18a). The small intercept along the real axis (3.9 Ω) and the minor 

semicircle illustrate the low intrinsic resistance and high electrical conductivity in 

both cathode and anode. In the medium-frequency region, the very short Warburg 

length implies appreciable ion transport dynamics, which is ascribed to the 

nanoparticle morphology and mesoporous ion reservoir of the anode, as well as 

the rapid capacitor-type cathode. Accordingly, the Ragone plot (Figure 4.17d) of 

the NIC shows that the asymmetric cell with the voltage window of 1.0-4.0 V 

provides the maximum specific energy of 61 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 

0.1 kW kg-1, with a slight drop to 44 Wh kg-1 at 3.4 kW kg-1, and still maintains 

12 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 24 kW kg-1. The cycling stability was measured by 

the cycling test at a specific current of 1 A g-1. After 1000 cycles, a specific 

capacitance of 36.6 F g-1 is maintained corresponding to capacitance retention of 

91.5% (Figure 4.18b). The minor 8% capacity loss might be related to the large 

voltage window that causes the degradation in the STC-16 oxygen functionalities at 

the lower potential range.169 The Coulombic efficiency is nearly 100% throughout 
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the cycling process, showing the excellent reversibility of the NIC. Thus, the NIC 

demonstrates a much higher energy density compared to commercial EDLCs, as 

well as comparable power density and cycling life, showing great potential as an 

alternative candidate for future high power electrochemical energy storage. 

 

Figure 4.16. (a) N2 physisorption isotherms (at -196 °C) with corresponding (b) differential pore 
size distribution of STC-16. (c) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of the initial three cycles 
of STC-16 at 0.1 A g-1 as the cathode in a half cell. 

 

Figure 4.17. Full-cell test of the NIC with HAT550@ZTC as anodes and STC-16 as cathodes. (a) 
Cyclic voltammetry curves (1.0-4.0 V), (b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles at 0.1 A g-1 and 
10 A g-1, (c) capacitance retention with specific current increase, and (d) Ragone plots of the 
NIC full cell.  
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Figure 4.18. (a) Nyquist plot, and (b) cycling test of the NIC full cell. 

In summary, a composite material composed of nitrogen-rich carbon nanoparticles 

embedded in conductive mesoporous carbon matrix (HAT550@ZTC, nitrogen 

content up to 26 wt%) is fabricated by impregnating ZTC with HAT-CN followed by 

thermal condensation. The composite presents remarkable rate capability as the 

anode for NICs, with a reversible capacity of 343 mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 and capacity 

retention of 124 mAh g-1 at 20 A g-1. These properties are ascribed to the abundant 

nitrogen-functional sites for sodium deposition introduced by condensation of 

HAT-CN, as well as high electrical conductivity and efficient ion transport induced 

by the conductive matrix and elaborate nanostructure, respectively. A full cell 

device of NIC employing HAT550@ZTC as the anode and STC-16 as the cathode 

provided remarkable energy and power density in the voltage range of 1.0-4.0 V 

(61 Wh kg-1 at 0.1 kW kg-1, and still maintains 12 Wh kg-1 at 24 kW kg-1) as well as long 

cycle life (~92% capacity retention after 1000 cycles). The specific energy is indeed 

significantly higher than that of state-of-the-art EDLCs without losing the excellent 

power capability and cycling stability. More importantly, disclosed is the synergistic 

effects of the high nitrogen content, nanostructure design, and the electrical 

conductivity for high capacity and rate capability, which sheds substantial light on 

a future targeted promotion of NICs and sodium-based batteries employing 

nitrogen-rich carbons as the anode materials.  
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5. Conclusions and Perspectives 

The central motivation of the thesis was to provide possible solutions and concepts 

(mechanisms) for minimizing the dilemma of the inferior energy density of 

supercapacitors. (Nitrogen-doped) porous carbon materials for sure play a major 

role as electrodes in this context. IL electrolytes with larger electrochemical 

windows and novel device design of NIC can influence the energy density even 

more pronouncedly. Therefore, the advanced design of electrode materials and the 

insights into the fundamentals of the energy storage mechanisms are the two most 

crucial points to be addressed. In this regard, four main topics were investigated, 

which can be all related to the novel synthesis of advanced design of electrodes for 

EDLCs and NICs, as well as the study of their energy storage mechanisms (Figure 

5.1). 

 
Figure 5.1. Top: Ragone plot of the supercapacitors developed in this dissertation in comparison 
with other representative electrochemical energy storage devices. Bottom: schematic 
summary of each topic. 
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HSTCs) were synthesized by a combined hard/salt-templating method. Large 

specific surface area up to 2649 m2 g-1 and high pore volume exceeding 2.2 cm3 g-1 

have been obtained when applying optimized synthetic conditions. The synergistic 

effects of the large amount of micropores, highly ordered mesopores, and a thin 

microporous shell endow abundant active sites for charge storage, efficient 

electrolyte transport, and improved electrical conductivity. Therefore, EDLC 

employing OM-HSTCs as electrodes delivers high specific energy of 29 Wh kg-1 at a 

specific power of 78 W kg-1, and still maintains 23 Wh kg-1 at a high specific power of 

27 kW kg-1 in organic electrolyte. The novel OM-HSTC materials can also act as 

model substances for fundamental investigations on EDLC operating mechanisms 

(e.g., with NMR spectroscopy170-173 or SAXS/SANS174-175) because the synthesis 

procedure allows adjustment of the pore sizes/geometries and ratios between the 

pore systems over a wide range and independent from each other. This feature 

remains difficult to be achieved with established methods towards OMMCs and 

other nanoporous carbons. Finally, the possibility of depositing a microporous shell 

around a hierarchical carbon particle will open new possibilities for applications 

where the encapsulation of guest species into a porous matrix is required.176-177 

Such a system could be for instance a carbon-sulfur composite for Li-S battery 

cathodes. 

The employment of IL as electrolytes can cause the upsurge of the energy density 

of EDLCs by enlarging the electrochemical window. In the second topic (section 3.2), 

the mechanism of energy storage in IL-based supercapacitors was investigated. A 

series of hierarchical porous carbons (STCs) with different amounts of well-defined 

micropores and mesopores, large specific surface areas up to 2324 m2 g-1 and high 

pore volumes exceeding 1.65 cm3 g-1 were synthesized. EDLC with STC electrodes 

delivers the maximum specific energy of 76 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 0.2 kW kg-

1, and still maintains 39 Wh kg-1 at a specific power of 9 kW kg-1, using the ionic liquid 

model electrolyte of EMImBF4 with the voltage window of 0-3.5 V. The pore 
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structure, electronic properties, and surface chemistry of the electrode materials 

were adjusted elaborately to thoroughly investigate the influence of these 

parameters on EDLC performance. The precise insights into structure-performance 

relationships enabled by this series of samples reveal that there is a significant 

contribution to energy storage due to ordering transitions in the bulk of the 

electrolytes in addition to charge storage in the electrical double layer. Decoupling 

their respective contributions in carbon materials with different pore sizes and 

surface chemistries holds much promise for further targeted improvement of IL-

based energy storage devices. Based on these findings, the introduction of specific 

adsorption sites to strengthen the electrode-electrolyte interaction and thus to 

stabilize high energy electrolyte modifications is a more promising way to further 

increase the energy density of EDLCs than striving for ever-higher micropore 

volumes and SSAs. Finally, the uncovered mechanism offers new possibilities in 

modifying and optimizing the energy storage mechanisms in IL-based 

supercapcitors by controlled adjustments of the electrolyte composition (i.e., 

presence of traces of inorganic salts, traces of solvents, or variations of the ionic 

liquid ions themselves). 

As a promising high-energy alternative supercapacitor to EDLCs, NIC was in focus 

of chapter 4, where the nitrogen-rich carbonaceous anode material and its sodium 

storage mechanism were thoroughly investigated. In section 4.1 (topic 3) , free-

standing fibrous nitrogen-rich carbon materials (HAT-CNFs) were manufactured by 

electrospinning with a high nitrogen content of up to 15 wt%, a well-defined one-

dimensional morphology, and microporous nanostructure. The free-standing 

carbon fibers present remarkable performance as anodes for NICs, with a reversible 

capacity of 395 mAh g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 and high rate capacity retention of 106 mAh g-1 at 

10 A g-1. These properties are ascribed to the high electrical conductivity and 

efficient ion transport introduced by the interconnected one dimensional structure 

of the fibers, and the high nitrogen content introduced by condensation of HAT-CN. 
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Furthermore, the mechanism of sodium storage in this material is illuminated by 

adjusting the ratio of nitrogen-doped carbon and graphitic carbon domains 

through different condensation temperatures. The intercalation process takes 

place only in the low underpotential range, while the sodium storage in the high 

underpotential range is attributed to its deposition on the nitrogen functional 

groups, which dominantly contribute to the high capacity. Sodium deposition is 

deduced to have significantly faster dynamics than the intercalation process. The 

textural properties (fiber diameter, internal porosity, fiber connectivity, and so on) 

still provide room for further improvement. And the role of the specific chemical 

architecture of the nitrogen-sites requires further investigation in order to better 

understand their contribution to the charge storage. The assembled full cell NIC 

device delivered the maximum specific energy and specific power of 95 Wh kg-1 and 

13 kW kg-1, respectively (voltage range of 0.5-4.0 V), showing a remarkable 

improvement to the other EDLCs of the current generation.  

On the basis of the deduced sodium storage mechanism, section 4.2 (topic 4) was 

to further optimize the anode for NICs by improving the nitrogen content as well 

as enhancing the dynamics for fast electron and ion transport. A composite 

material composed of nitrogen-rich carbon nanoparticles embedded in conductive 

carbon matrix (HAT550@ZTC) was fabricated. The composite material provided 

the nitrogen-rich HAT550 nanoparticle component for sodium storage sites, which 

in close proximity with the conductive carbon backbone for fast electron transport. 

The elaborate nanostructure significantly facilitated fast ion transport. The 

HAT550@ZTC-based electrode therefore delivered a remarkable rate capability of 

124 mAh g-1 at 20 A g-1, which is expected to solve the most severe problem in NIC – 

the kinetic imbalance between cathode and anode. A full cell device of NIC 

employing HAT550@ZTC as the anode and STC-16 as the cathode provided a high 

specific energy up to 61 Wh kg-1 (despite the rather small voltage range of 1.0-4.0 V) 

with a remarkable specific power up to 24 kW kg-1, indicating a prominent 
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promotion in specific power compared with the HAT-CNF anode materials. The 

approach for fabrication of such high nitrogen containing electrodes with desirable 

electrical conductivity shows great potential to scale up and provides a method to 

increase the rate performance of anode materials for NICs or sodium-ion batteries. 

Throughout this thesis, the ubiquitous problem of low energy density of 

supercapacitors is stressed by synthesizing high-performance electrode materials 

and exploring novel energy storage mechanisms in EDLCs and NICs. The elaborate 

designs and synthetic methods of electrodes (especially STCs) provide direct 

application value of practical usage with promising potential for commercial 

production. The energy density of the supercapacitors employing these electrode 

materials in this thesis significantly prevail that of common ones while maintaining 

the high power density and long cycle life. Even more importantly, revealed are the 

structure-performance relationships, as well as the mechanisms for energy storage 

in IL-based EDLCs and sodium storage in nitrogen-rich carbon-based NIC anodes. 

These fundamental understandings pave way for a future optimal design and 

targeted promotion of electrode/electrolyte materials, and are expected to help 

inspire concepts of novel electrochemical energy storage devices. One example are 

phase-change electrolytes for high-energy supercapacitors. Other possible 

concepts include decoupling the electron and ion storage separately in a composite 

two-phase solid material while improving their storage capacity and dynamics to 

achieve battery-level energy density, EDLC-level power density and cycle life. 
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6. Appendix 

6.1. Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Full name 

AC Activated carbon 

BET Brunauer–Emmett–Teller theory 

CMK Carbon mesostructured by KAIST 

CV Cyclic voltammetry 

EDLC Electrochemical double-layer capacitor 

IL Ionic liquid 

NIC Sodium-ion capacitor 

HIC Hybrid-ion capacitor 

LIC Lithium-ion capacitor 

OM-HSTC Ordered mesoporous hard-salt-templated carbon 

STC Salt-templated carbon 

QSDFT Quenched solid density functional theory 

NPs Nanoparticles 

PSD Pore size distribution 

SSA Specific surface area 

TPV Total pore volume 

XRD X-ray diffraction 

TEM Transmission electron microscopy 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

EDX Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

TGA Thermogravimetric analysis 

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

HAT-CN Hexaazatriphenylene-hexacarbonitrile 

CNF Carbon fiber 
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ZTC ZnO-templated carbon 

SAXS Small-angle X-ray scattering 

FWHM Full-width at half maximum 

PVP Polyvinylpyrrolidone 

DMF Dimethylformamide 

PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene 

AcOH Acetic acid 

TEABF4 Tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate 

ACN Acetonitrile 

EMImBF4 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate 

 

6.2. Applied Methods 

6.2.1. Nitrogen physisorption 

Physisorption takes place whenever a fluid phase (the adsorptive) contacts with a 

solid surface (the adsorbent). The molecules adsorbed on the surface are denoted 

as the adsorbate. The interactions between the adsorbate and the adsorbent are 

basically van-der Waals forces without covalent chemical bond formation. A 

physisorption isotherm is the plot of the adsorbed amount of the fluid as a function 

of the relative pressure p/p0, where p0 is the saturation pressure of the adsorptive 

at a specific temperature. The isotherm is a measure of the pore size, pore 

geometry, and surface polarity. Thus, from the isotherms, one can obtain 

information of the porosity, in particular the specific surface area, the total pore 

volume, and the pore size distribution. The most often used adsorbate is nitrogen 

at -196 °C, which is highly attractive because it is non-destructive, convenient to use, 

and allows precise analysis over a wide range of pore sizes including the complete 

range of micro- and mesopores. 
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In a typical volumetric nitrogen physisorption measurement, nitrogen is dosed in 

small portions into the measurement cell containing the sample and the adsorbed 

volume is detected in respect to the relative pressure at -196 °C. The pressure is first 

increased usually till p/p0 ~ 1.0. The thereby recorded points of adsorbed amount of 

fluid at a given relative pressure represent the adsorption branch of the isotherm. 

Usually, the pressure is also lowered again to measure the desorption behavior of 

the sample. The shape of the adsorption/desorption isotherm generally represents 

the interactions of the adsorbate with the adsorbent and is thus influenced by the 

pore size and pore shape.178  

In 2015, the IUPAC reported an updated classification of the types of physisorption 

isotherms (Figure 6.1).156 The type I(a) and I(b) isotherms are found for 

microporous materials; the difference between the two being the size of the 

micropores, i.e., type I(a) isotherms are observed by filling of ultramicropores 

(pores of width below 0.7 nm), whereas type I(b) isotherms are obtained by filling 

supermicropores (pores of width 0.7–2 nm) and even some small mesopores. Type 

II isotherms are typically obtained on non-porous or macroporous materials, where 

mono- and then multi-layer formation occurs on the surface. A sharp knee (point B) 

can be connected to the completion of the coverage of the surface with a 

monolayer of adsorbate. This multilayer formation is also observed in the rare type 

VI isotherm where each step indicates formation of a new layer of adsorbate on a 

smooth, non-porous surface. A type III isotherm indicates the presence of a 

nonporous or macroporous sample coupled with very weak adsorbate-adsorbent 

interactions. Hence, the adsorbate molecules are clustered around the most 

favorable adsorption site and no point B exits. A type IV isotherm is representative 

for mesoporous materials. Here, the shape is determined by the adsorbate-

adsorbent interactions and by the interactions between the adsorptive molecules 

in the condensed state. The initial adsorption proceeds similar to a type II isotherm 

but at higher pressures pore condensation (inside the mesopores) occurs. Pore 
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condensation implies that a gas condenses inside a pore at pressures lower than 

the bulk liquid’s saturation pressure (p0). If the pores exceed a critical size (d > ~ 4 

nm), capillary condensation is coupled with the formation of a hysteresis, giving 

rise to a type IV(a) isotherm. If the present mesopores are smaller, a reversible type 

IV(b) isotherm is observed. At high pressures, the adsorbed volume for a type IV 

isotherm usually reaches a saturation plateau. Type V and type VI isotherms are 

rather uncommon, and characteristic for a porous sample with weak adsorbent-

adsorbate interactions and for a layer-by-layer adsorption on a non-porous 

specimen, respectively. 

 
Figure 6.1. Classification of physisorption isotherms according to IUPAC.156  

The points recorded during a N2-phyisisorption measurement allow the calculation 

of the SSA by the employment of different models. The most commonly employed 

method nowadays is the so called Brunauer-Emmett-Teller theory.179 In contrast to 

the older Langmuir-theory, the BET model takes the possibility of multilayer 
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adsorption of a fluid on the pore surface with a different adsorption enthalpy 

between the first and the following layers into consideration. In the BET equation 

(Equation (6.1)), Vads is the total adsorbed volume, VMono is the volume of a 

monolayer, and C is the adsorption constant,  is plotted against the 

ralative pressure and the volume of the monolayer can be calculated by 

extrapolation of the line to its intersection with the y-axis  or from the slope 

. 

                   (6.1) 

After the VMono is obtained, the SSA can be calcultated according to equation (6.2). 

 is the Avogadro constant (6.022 1023 mol-1),  is the required surface area of 

a single N2 molecule in dense package (0.162 nm2),  is the ideal gas volume 

(2.241 10-2 m3 mol-1), and  is the mass of the adsorbent. 

                         (6.2) 

In the presence of micropores (i.e., type I isotherms and combinations of types I 

and II or types I and IV isotherms, which are characteristic of many micro–

mesoporous materials), the application of the BET method only leads to an 

apparent surface area (i.e., BET SSA). Because for predominantly microporous 

materials, linear BET plots are typically found at relative pressures of 0.1 and even 

lower. This makes it impossible to separate the processes of monolayer–multilayer 

adsorption and micropore filling, which may lead to a significant overestimation of 

the monolayer capacity in a BET analysis.  

Alternatively, one may rather apply methods based on statistical mechanics, such 

as DFT-based methods, which correctly take into account the adsorption 

mechanism over the complete micro- and mesopore range. Microscopic methods 

based on DFT can provide a more realistic description of the thermo-physical 

properties of the adsorped fluid. These approaches, which yield the 
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thermodynamic and density profiles of confined fluids in pores, accurately describe 

the adsorbed phase on a molecular level and thus provide detailed information 

about the local fluid structure near the adsorbent surface. The fluid-solid 

interaction potential is dependent on the pore shape model including slit, cylinder 

and spherical geometries and hybrid models have been developed for various 

material classes with different electronic structures such as carbons, silicas, zeolites, 

etc. Advanced methods based on DFT capture the essential features of the pore 

filling mechanism of micropores and the mechanism of pore condensation, 

evaporation, and hysteresis. As a consequence they allow one to obtain reliable 

information regarding SSA and pore size distributions over the complete range of 

micro- and mesopores. The most advanced method for the characterization of 

nanoporous carbons is the quenched solid density functional theory which takes 

into account the surface roughness and defects on energetically heterogeneous 

surfaces which are typically present in porous carbon materials.178  

6.2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy / Transmission Electron Microscopy 

SEM and TEM, are both based on interactions of electrons with the samples. 

Generally, electrons are generated by an electron gun, accelerated by an 

electromagnetic field, and vertically directed (as well as focused) towards the 

sample by electromagnetic lenses. 

SEM is based on the detection of secondary and backscattered electrons created 

in the samples upon interaction with the incident electron beam. Thus, information 

about the morphology and the chemical properties of the specimen can be 

gathered. Due to collisions between the incident electron beam and valence 

electrons of the sample, secondary electrons are created. Those electrons possess 

relatively low energy and can only escape the specimen if they are generated close 

to the surface. Local curvatures (e.g., edges or plates) facilitate the release of 

electrons. Hence, the quantity of created electrons depends on the morphology of 

the sample which leads to an intensity contrast in the recorded image representing 
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topological information of the specimen’s surface. Qualitative information about 

the sample can be obtained by EDX. Here, the incident electron beam excites an 

electron from an inner shell of an atom. The electron is ejected thus generating an 

electron hole in the inner shell. Subsequently, an electron from an outer shell 

occupies the generated electron hole. The difference in energy between the inner- 

and outer shell is released in the form of X-rays. The X-ray energy is specific for each 

element leading to qualitative information. The X-ray intensities of the different 

elements present in a sample allow conclusions regarding the quantitative 

occurrence of the elements. Moreover, EDX-mapping can be used to study the local 

distribution of elements in the sample. It is worth noting that EDX is sensititve for 

the surface rather than for the bulk. 

In TEM the electrons transmitting a very thin sample are detected leading to even 

higher resolution in comparison to SEM. The resolution can be adjusted by the 

acceleration voltage where larger voltage generally allows higher resolutions. The 

contrast of the detected image depends on the thickness and the elemental 

composition of the specimen. In the typically applied bright field mode, the non-

scattered (or only slightly scattered) electrons are detected. Thus, thicker regions 

appear darker than thinner domains, and low scattering (lighter) elements appear 

brighter than heavier elements. 

6.2.3. X-Ray Diffraction 

XRD is a widely employed method to characterize crystalline substances. XRD is 

based on the interaction between an X-ray beam and the electrons of the atoms in 

the specimen. The X-ray beam is generated by high-energy electrons which hit a 

material and are thereby deaccelerated. The therein occurring processes result in 

the radiation of a continuous X-ray spectrum and in a for each element specific line-

spectrum of X-rays. The individual X-rays of the line-spectrum are monochromatic 

and are used for the XRD experiment. If the monochromatic X-ray hits the specimen, 

elastic and inelastic interactions occur. Inelastic effects cause coherent scattering 
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representing the basis for all diffraction experiments. Generally, diffraction occurs 

if the wavelength of the radiation is in the same range as the distance of the 

diffraction lattice. Since the atom distances in crystals are in the same range as the 

wavelength of X-rays, crystalline materials have a number of diffrction lattices 

which can cause constructive interference during a XRD experiment. It is to 

consider that constructive interference only occurs if the optical path difference (Δ) 

is an integral multiple of the wavelength (λ). Hence, positive interference exits only 

for specific diffraction angles ( ). The mathematical description between the 

interlayer spacing (d) of the atomic planes and λ (in respect to ) is given by Bragg’s 

Law (Equation (6.3)). 

Δ = nλ = 2dsin( )                        (6.3) 

Positive interferences lead to reflections in the recorded diffractogram revealing 

the characteristic diffraction pattern of the investigated specimen. 

6.2.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis  

TGA allows to monitor different thermodynamic events such as phase transition, 

thermal decomposition as well as the adsorption and desorption of gases. Usually, 

the mass change of a sample during heating is observed. A sample on a balance is 

heated with a certain heating rate and the mass of the sample is recorded as a 

function of temperature and time. 
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6.3. Experimental Section 

Chemicals 

Table 6.1. List of used chemicals. 

Chemical chemical formula Purity supplier 
Cyanamide NCNH2 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Ethanol CH3CH2OH ≥ 99.8 % Sigma Aldrich 

Carbon black (super-P) C 99+% Alfa Aesar 

Sodium sulfate Na2SO4 ≥99% Sigma Aldrich 

Acetonitrile CH3CN 99.8% Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium chloride NaCl ≥ 99.8% Sigma Aldrich 

Sulfuric acid   H2SO4 98% Merck 

Zinc chloride ZnCl2 98+% Alfa Aesar 

Poly(acrylic acid) (C3H4O2)n ≥ 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium perchlorate NaClO4 ≥ 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH 98% Sigma Aldrich 

Acetic acid CH3COOH ≥99% Sigma Aldrich 

Ethylene carbonate C3H4O3 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Propylene carbonate  C4H6O3 99.7% Sigma Aldrich 

Fluoroethylene carbonate C3H3FO3 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Sucrose C12H22O11 > 99.5% Sigma Aldrich 

Diaminomaleonitrile C4H4N4 98% Sigma Aldrich 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (C6H9NO)n ≥99% Sigma Aldrich 

Dimethylformamide C3H7NO 99.8% Sigma Aldrich 

Hydrochloric acid HCl 37%  Sigma Aldrich 

Polytetrafluoroethylene 
dispersion 

(C2F4)n 60 wt% Sigma Aldrich 

Hexaketocyclohexane 

octahydrate 
C6O6 · 8H2O 97% Sigma Aldrich 

Tetraethylammonium 

tetrafluoroborate 
(C2H5)4N(BF4) ≥99% Sigma Aldrich 

1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium 

tetrafluoroborate 

C6H11BF4N2 ≥99% Sigma Aldrich 

Triblock copolymer 

Pluronic P123 

HO(CH2CH2O)20(CH2CH(

CH3)O)70(CH2CH2O)20H 
≥ 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Tetraethyl orthosilicate Si(OC2H5)4 ≥ 99% Sigma Aldrich 

Zinc oxide nanoparticles ZnO 99% 

Nanostructured & 

Amorphous 

Materials, Inc. 
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Synthesis of ordered mesoporous SiO2 (SBA-15) 

The hexagonal ordered silica SBA-15 was synthesized by dissolving 66.8 g of triblock 

copolymer Pluronic P123 (EO20PO70EO20; Mw ≈ 5800) in 1212 g of distilled water and 

38.6 g of 37% hydrochloric acid aqueous solution at 35 °C for 12 h. After stirring for 1 

h, 143.6 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate were subsequently added to the solution. After 

24 h of stirring at 35 °C, the white dispersion underwent a hydrothermal treatment 

at 130 °C for another 24 h. The resulting white powder was filtered, washed with a 

water/ethanol mixture (2000 mL, 1:1 by volume), and finally calcinated under air 

atmosphere at 550 °C for 5 h. 

Synthesis of OM-HSTCs and STC_2 

For the synthesis of OM-HSTCs, SBA-15 and ZnCl2 were employed as hard- and salt 

template, respectively. In a typical procedure, 1.0 g SBA-15 was first impregnated 

with 4 mL of an aqueous solution of 1.25 g sucrose, 2.5 g ZnCl2, and 0.14 g 

concentrated sulfuric acid in a petri dish. The mixture was then heated to 100 °C and 

held for 6 h followed by subsequent heating to 160°C for another 6 h under air to 

polymerize of the carbohydrate molecules. Afterwards, the mixture was 

impregnated again with 3 mL of an aqueous solution of 0.8 g sucrose, 0.8 g ZnCl2, 

and 0.09 g concentrated sulfuric acid, followed by repeated heating to 100 °C for 

6 h and 160 °C for 6 h. The polymerized carbohydrate was carbonized and the salt 

template was removed in a horizontal tubular furnace at 900°C for 2 h under N2 flow. 

The heating ramp was set to be 60°C h-1 from room temperature to 300°C and 

150°C h-1 from 300 °C to 900 °C. SBA-15 was removed by heating the carbon/silica 

composite in 5 M NaOH aqueous solution overnight under reflux followed by 

filtration, washing with large amounts of water, and drying at 60 °C. The final 

product was named as OM-HSTC_X_Y, where X and Y represent the mass ratio of 

ZnCl2/sucrose and sucrose/SBA-15, respectively (for example, OM-HSTC_2_2.05 for 

the above sample). Other hard-salt templated carbons, including OM-HSTC_1_2.05, 

HSTC_3_2.05 and OM-HSTC_1_1.31, were synthesized by the same method but with 
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different amounts of ZnCl2 and sucrose (Table 6.2). Hard-templated ordered 

mesoporous carbon (OM-HTC_0_2.05) and salt-templated microporous carbon 

(STC_2) were employed as reference samples. OM-HTC_0_2.05 was synthesized by 

the similar procedure as OM-HSTC_2_2.05 without the addition of salt templates. 

STC_2 was prepared by the salt-template method. Typically, 5 mL aqueous solution 

of 2 g sucrose, 4 g ZnCl2 and 0.2 g concentrated sulfuric acid was dried at 100°C for 

6 h, before being heated to 160 °C and kept for 6 h. The mixture was then 

transferred to a horizontal tubular furnace for carbonization at 900 °C for 2 h under 

N2 flow (150°C h-1 heating rate). 

Table 6.2. Summary of the amounts of sucrose, ZnCl2, and SBA-15 used for the synthesis of 

different carbon materials. 

 Sucrose (g) ZnCl2 (g) SBA-15 (g) 

OM-HSTC_2_2.05 2.05 4.1 1 

OM-HSTC_1_2.05 2.05 2.05 1 

OM-HSTC_1_1.31 1.31 1.31 1 

HSTC_3_2.05 2.05 6.15 1 

OM-HTC_0_2.05 2.05 - 1 

STC_2 2 4 / 

Synthesis of salt-templated carbons (STCs)  

ZnCl2 was employed as the salt template for the synthesis of STCs. In a typical 

process, 30 mL aqueous solution of 5 g sucrose, a certain amount of ZnCl2 and 

0.55 g concentrated sulfuric acid was dried at 100 °C for 6 h, before being heated to 

160 °C and kept for 6 h. The amount of ZnCl2 is determined by the mass ratio of the 

salt template to sucrose regarding different STCs (e.g. 16 for STC-16). The mixture 

was then transferred to a horizontal tubular furnace for carbonization at 900 °C for 

2 h under N2 flow with heating rate of 1 °C min-1. After cooling to room temperature, 
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it was thoroughly washed by stirring in 1 M HCl aqueous solution overnight, 

followed by drying at 60 °C for 6 h. 

Synthesis of nitrogen-doped STCs (NDSTCs) 

0.5 g STC was dispersed in 1 mL aqueous solution of cyanamide (1 g mL-1), followed 

by drying at 60 °C for 12 h under air. After calcination of the mixture at 800 °C for 

4 h under N2 flow at with a heating rate of 1 °C min-1, the corresponding NDSTC was 

obtained. 

Synthesis of CO2-activated STCs (Ac-STCs) 

Ac-STCs were synthesized by CO2 activation of the STCs. Typically, 0.5 g STC was put 

in a horizontal tubular furnace for thermal treatment at 800 °C for 0.5 h under CO2 

flow with a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 to yield around 0.3 g corresponding Ac-STC.  

Synthesis of hexaazatriphenylene-hexacarbonitrile (HAT-CN)  

HAT-CN was synthesized according to a previous procedure.153-155 

Hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate (4 g, 12.6 mmol) and diaminomaleonitrile (10.88 

g, 100.8 mmol) were refluxed in acetic acid (AcOH, 150 mL) for 2 h. The black 

suspension was filtered off while hot and washed with hot AcOH (3 × 25 mL) 

resulting in a black solid. The solid was suspended in 30 % HNO3 (60 mL) and heated 

at 100 °C for 3 h. The hot dark brown suspension was poured into ice water (200 mL) 

and cooled overnight. The suspension was filtered and the solid was refluxed in 

acetonitrile (400 mL) for 2 h followed by filtration. The filtrate was evaporated 

under vacuum yielding an orange solid.  

Synthesis of HAT-derived carbon fiber (HAT-CNF)  

HAT-CNF-X was fabricated using electrospinning and subsequent condensation. 

The spinning solution was prepared by stirring HAT-CN (200 mg) and 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, 300 mg) in DMF at 60 °C for 2 h. The solution was loaded 

to a 2 mL syringe, and mounted on the syringe pump in a spinning machine 

(Professional Electrospinner, Yflow, Spain). A positive high voltage was connected 
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via alligator clip to a needle with an inner diameter of 0.5 mm and outer diameter 

of 1 mm. A grounded rotating drum covered with aluminum foil was employed to 

collect the fibers at a rotation speed of 200 rpm for a duration of 25 min. Process 

parameters were fixed at a high voltage of 13 kV, flow rate of 2 mL h-1 and distance 

from tip to collector of 15 cm. The temperature was 23°C and the humidity 40-50%. 

The pristine fibers were then carbonized in a chamber furnace at different 

temperatures for 1 h under N2 gas flow. The heating ramp was set up to be 2.5 °C 

min−1 from room temperature to 450 °C, and 4 °C min−1 from 450 °C to 700, 850 or 

1000 °C. The resulting materials are labelled as HAT-CNF-X, where X stands for the 

condensation temperature. 

Synthesis of ZnO-templated carbon (ZTC) 

ZnO was employed as the hard template for the synthesis of ZTC. 8.0 g ZnO 

nanoparticles were first impregnated with 13 mL of an aqueous solution of 7.0 g 

sucrose and 0.4 g NaOH in a petri dish. The mixture was then heated to 100 °C and 

held for 3 h followed by subsequent heating to 160 °C for another 6 h under air to 

polymerize of the carbohydrate molecules. Afterwards, the polymerized 

carbohydrate was carbonized in a horizontal tubular furnace at 950 °C for 2 h under 

N2 flow. The heating ramp was set to be 60 °C h-1 from room temperature to 950 °C. 

Then it was thoroughly washed by stirring in 1 M HCl aqueous solution overnight, 

followed by drying at 60 °C for 6 h. 

Synthesis of HAT550@ZTC  

HAT550@ZTC was prepared through post-treatment of ZTC with HAT-CN, followed 

by calcination. In a typical procedure, 400 mg HAT-CN was dissolved in 0.6 mL 

dimethylformamide by sonication, which was then injected into 100 mg ZTC 

followed by thoroughly grinding. Afterwards, the mixture was dried under vacuum 

at 60 °C. Finally, the HAT550@ZTC was obtained by calcination of the composite 

material in a horizontal tubular furnace at 550°C for 1 h under N2 flow. The heating 

ramp was set to be 240°C h-1. 
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Materials characterization 

N2 physisorption experiments were carried out at -196 °C on a Quadrasorb 

apparatus (40-60 mg sample) and an Autosorb IQ instrument (10-20 mg sample for 

low-pressure measurements), both from Quantachrome Instruments. Prior to all 

measurements, the samples were outgassed at 150 °C for 20 h under vacuum. SSAs 

were calculated using the multi-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model (p/p0 = 

0.05-0.2). Total pore volumes were determined at p/p0 = 0.95. SSAs and Vt were 

calculated from the data obtained by measurements with 40-60 mg sample. Pore 

size distributions were calculated using the QSDFT method (adsorption branch 

kernel) for N2 adsorbed on carbon with a slit/cylindrical pore shape at -196 °C from 

the data obtained by the low-pressure measurements. CO2 physisorption 

experiments were carried out at 0 °C on the Autosorb instrument to investigate the 

pores with the diameter smaller than 1.5 nm. Corresponding PSDs were calculated 

by the non-local density functional theory method for CO2 adsorbed on carbon at 

0 °C. 

Further structural characterization was carried out by SEM (LEO 1550-Gemini) 

operating at 3 kV, transmission electron microscopy TEM (EM 912 Omega/Carl-Zeiss 

Oberkochen) operating at 120 kV, and high-resolution TEM (JEOL ARM 200F) 

operating at 200 kV. To prepare the TEM samples, carbon particles were dispersed 

in ethanol, followed by dropping several droplets on a carbon-coated copper TEM 

grid and drying at room temperature. SAXS was conducted with a Bruker AXS and 

CuKα1 radiation (λ=0.154 nm). Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw inVia 

Raman Microscope operating with an objective (Nikon, 10x/0.25, ∞/- WD 6.1) and 

an excitation wavelength of 532 nm with a power of 4.0 mW. After the background 

noise was subtracted from the obtained Raman spectra, the D, D2, A, and G bands 

were fitted with a Lorentz function. Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted 

with a Netzsch TG 209 F1 device under constant artificial air flow in platinum pans 

at a heating rate of 10°C min-1 to 1000 °C. XPS measurement was performed on a 
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spectrometer equipped with AlKα anode (hυ = 1486.6 eV). Elemental compositions 

were determined using survey scans over a range of 1350-0 eV with a step size of 

1.0 eV and a pass energy of 200 eV. Quantitative characterization of the presence 

of various nitrogen and oxygen sites were accomplished with high-resolution XPS, 

scanning over a range of 410-392 eV and 544-524 eV, respectively, with a step size 

of 0.1 eV and pass energy of 50 eV. 

Fabrication of EDLCs and electrochemical measurements  

To prepare free-standing electrodes for EDLCs, carbon materials and 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, 60 wt% solution in H2O from Sigma Aldrich) were 

mixed with a mass ratio of ~9:1 in ethanol. The solution was then transferred to a 

glass plate and mixed with razor blades until it changed to a rubber-like consistency. 

Then it was placed into aluminum foil and rolled to uniformly thin sheets 

(thicknesses 180±10 μm) using a commercial roll mill, followed by punching into 

free-standing electrode disks of 10 mm in diameter. The areal density of an 

electrode was above 3 mg cm-2. The electrodes were dried at 120°C for 12 h under 

vacuum. EDLCs were tested with a symmetrical two-electrode configuration 

employing different electrolytes, namely 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution, 1 M 

tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate/acetonitrile solution, and 1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (≥99.0%, Sigma Aldrich). Typically, custom-

built cells (with a spring to control the pressure at 10 MPa and highly conductive 

titanium pistons)180 and Swagelok cells were employed as supercapacitor devices 

with OM-HSTC electrodes and STC electrodes, respectively. They were assembled 

using a pair of circular electrodes sandwiching a separator, with 100 μL electrolyte 

and two platinum foils as current collectors. Commercially available Dreamweaver 

Silver (Dreamweaver International Inc.) separator of 13 mm in diameter was used 

for aqueous and EMImBF4 electrolyte, while a 25 μm trilayer polypropylene-

polyethylene-polypropylene membrane (Celgard 2325, 13 mm in diameter) was 

used as separator in TEABF4/AN electrolyte. For the aqueous electrolyte, the device 
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assembly took place under air atmosphere. For the other two electrolytes, EDLCs 

were assembled in an argon filled glove box (H2O < 0.1 ppm, O2 < 0.1 ppm). A 

Biologic MPG-2 galvanostat/potentiostat was used for electrochemical 

characterization. All measurements were performed at room temperature. For the 

test in three-electrode configuration, another piece of PVDF-bound activated 

carbon was introduced from the side to a custom-made cell[27] and served as quasi-

reference electrode (reference potential: 190 ± 10 mV versus ferrocene).[27] The 

counter electrode was made of PTFE-bound NDSTC-16 and largely oversized in 

charge capacity. All other test conditions are chosen similar to the two-electrode 

configuration. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was performed at 

open circuit potential with a sinusoidal signal over a frequency range from 20 kHz 

to 10-2 Hz at an amplitude of 10 mV. The specific gravimetric capacitance of a single 

electrode CEIS (F g-1), was calculated according to the following formula and 

normalized to the specific gravimetric capacitance at 10-2 Hz: 

                   (6.4) 

where  is the operating frequency (Hz), , and  are the imaginary 

and real component of the total device impedance (Ω), and  is the active mass 

in a single carbon electrode (g). 

CV tests were performed at scan rates of 2-500 mV s-1 for aqueous and organic 

electrolytes, and 2-200 mV s-1 for IL electrolytes. The carbon differential gravimetric 

capacitance for CV plots, Cd (F g-1), and the integral gravimetric capacitance, C (F g-

1), were calculated according to the following equations: 

                    (6.5) 

      (6.6) 

where  is the current (A),  is the scan rate (V s-1), and  is the active mass in a 

single carbon electrode (g). 
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GCPL measurement was applied at specific currents between 0.1 and 40 A g-1 in 

different cell voltage ranges (-0.5 V to +0.5 V, 0 to +2.5 V, and 0 to +3.5 V for 

aqueous, organic and ionic liquid electrolytes, respectively). The carbon gravimetric 

capacitance, C (F g-1), was calculated according to equation (6.7): 

               (6.7) 

Where  (C) is the charge of the discharging cycle,  (V) is the discharging 

potential change,  (V) is the voltage drop at the beginning of the discharge, 

and  (g) is the active mass in a single carbon electrode. 

The specific energy, E (Wh kg-1) and specific power, P (W kg-1) of EDLCs were 

estimated via: 

                  (6.8) 

                   (6.9) 

where  (V) is the discharging potential change,  (V) is the voltage drop at 

the beginning of the discharge,  (s) is the discharging time. 

The energy density, EV (Wh L-1) and power density, PV (W L-1) of EDLCs were 

calculated by: 

                           (6.10) 

                            (6.11) 

where  (g cm-3) is the density of carbon electrodes, E (Wh kg-1) and P (W kg-1) are 

the specific energy and the specific power of carbon electrodes, respectively. 

For long-term stability tests in organic electrolyte, the cells were charged and 

discharged by galvanostatic cycling for 10,000 cycles. Afterwards, the voltage was 

kept at 2.5 V for 100 h, and the specific capacity was measured every 10 h by 

galvanostatic cycling at 20 A g-1. For long-term stability tests in the IL electrolyte, 

the voltage of the cell was kept at 3.5 V for 100 h, and the specific capacity was 

measured every 10 h by galvanostatic cycling at 1 A g-1. In addition, the cycling 
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stability test is accomplished by charging and discharging the cell at a specific 

current of 10 A g-1 for 10,000 cycles. 

Fabrication of NICs and electrochemical measurements 

The free-standing film of HAT-CNF was punched into disks of 10 mm in diameter, 

which were directly used as free-standing working electrodes. The areal loading of 

an electrode was about 0.5 mg cm-2. To prepare electrodes from powder samples 

(HAT-850, HAT550@ZTC, HAT550, and ZTC), 80 wt% of the active materials, 10 wt% 

of carbon black (super-P), 5 wt% of sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (Sigma, 

average Mw ~250000) and 5 wt% of poly(acrylic acid) (Sigma, average Mw ~450000) 

were uniformly mixed in Milli-Q water under mechanical stirring. The obtained 

slurries were transferred onto a copper current collector (10 mm in diameter) and 

dried at 60 oC overnight. The areal loading of a HAT-850 electrode was about 

0.8 mg cm-2. The areal loading of the other electrodes was about 1.5 mg cm-2. The 

half-cell tests were carried out using Swagelok-type cells assembled in an argon 

filled glove box (H2O < 0.1 ppm, O2 < 0.1 ppm). Sodium metal foil (11 mm in diameter) 

was used as both counter and reference electrodes. Glass fibers (Whatman GF/C, 

13 mm in diameter) were employed as the separators. The electrolyte was 1 M 

NaClO4 in ethylene carbonate/propylene carbonate/fluoroethylene carbonate 

(45:45:10 by mass). The Swagelok cell was assembled using the working and 

counter electrodes sandwiching the separator, with 300 μL electrolyte and a 

copper foil as the current collector for the working electrode. A Biologic MPG-2 

galvanostat/potentiostat was used for electrochemical characterization. All 

measurements were performed at room temperature. The electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy was performed at open circuit potential with a sinusoidal 

signal over a frequency range from 20 kHz to 10-2 Hz at an amplitude of 10 mV. CV 

tests were performed at the scan rate of 0.1 mV s-1. GCPL measurement was applied 

at specific currents between 0.1 and 20 A g-1 in a voltage range from 0 to +2.5 V. The 

specific capacity, Q (mAh g-1), was calculated according to the following equation: 
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                      (6.12) 

Where  (mAh) is the charge of the discharging cycle, and  (g) is the mass 

of the active material in a single electrode. 

Full-cell NICs were assembled with STC-16 as the cathode material. The preparation 

method for the cathode was the same as that for the powder anode preparation 

(such as HAT-850) except using the aluminum current collector (10 mm in diameter). 

The weight ratio between the cathode and anode active materials was set to be 

2.5:1. The electrolyte and the separator applied in full cells were all the same as 

those in half cells. The specific capacitance C (F g-1), specific energy E (Wh kg-1), and 

specific power P (W kg-1) of NICs were calculated via: 

                 (6.13) 

                     (6.14) 

                  (6.15) 

where  (g) is total mass of the active materials (cathode and anode),  (V) is 

the discharging potential change,  (V) is the voltage drop at the beginning of 

the discharge,  (s) is the discharging time. 

For long-term stability tests, the full cells were charged and discharged by 

galvanostatic cycling for 1,000 cycles at 1 A g-1. 
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